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Abstract

Analysis on Vulnerabilities and Vulnerability Life Cycle is at the core of Cybersecurity related studies. Vulnerability Life Cycle discussed by S. Frei and studies
by several other scholars have noted the importance of this approach. Application
of Statistical Methodologies in Cybersecurity related studies call for a greater deal of
new information. Using currently available data from National Vulnerability Database
this study develops and presents a set of useful Statistical tools to be applied in Cybersecurity related decision making processes.
In the present study, the concept of Vulnerability Space is defined as a probability space. Relevant theoretical analyses are conducted and observations in the
vulnerability space in aspects of events and states are discussed.
Transforming IT related cybersecurity issues into analytical formation so that
abstract and conceptual knowledge from Mathematics and Statistics can be applied
is a challenge. However, to overcome rising threats from Cyber-attacks such an integration of analytical foundation to understand the issues and develop strategies is
essential. In the present study we apply well known Markov approach in a new approach of Vulnerability Life Cycle to develop useful analytical methods to assess the

vii

Risk associated with a vulnerability. We also presents, a new Risk Index integrating the results obtained and details from the Common Vulnerability Scoring System
(CVSS).
In addition, a comprehensive study on the Vulnerability Space is presented
discussing the likelihood of probable events in the probability sub-spaces of vulnerabilities.
Finally, an Extended Vulnerability Life Cycle model is presented and discussed
in relation to States and Events in the Vulnerability Space that lays down a strong
foundation for any future vulnerability related analytical research efforts.

viii

1

Introduction

Present chapter is an introduction of the study conducted with the objective of developing a set of Statistical methodologies to be applied in the field of Cybersecurity.
The study mainly focuses on contributing Cybersecurity field by addressing several
important questions with respect to software Vulnerabilities and Vulnerability Life
Cycle.

1.1

1.1.1

Research Problems and their Background

Research Problems

While trying to develop useful Stochastic models on Vulnerabilities, this study tries
to address several important analytical problems as follows.
How to develop a complete Vulnerability Life Cycle Model that is applicable both
analytically and in real world scenario?
How to observe and analyze the behavior of a vulnerability as a function of time and
model such behavior?

1

How to develop a successful theoretical foundation to analyze any vulnerability in the
Cyber space?
Addressing these problems in several aspects, we expect to present our methodologies,
new models and their applicability. We shall discuss objectives we achieved and our
contributions in relation to these questions in chapters to come.

1.1.2

Background and Literature review

In 2016, National Vulnerability Data Base (NVD)[1], Secunia Vulnerability review [2]
and CVE details website recorded 6435 new vulnerabilities. In first five months of
2017, 5953 vulnerabilities are also added. 2016 Annual Vulnerability Report, issues
on March 13, 2017 revealed that the absolute number of vulnerabilities detected was
17147. These were found on 2136 different applications from 246 vendors. About 19
percent of the vulnerabilities detected in 2016, had no Patch available at the time of
the discloser. 18 percent of 17147 vulnerabilities were rated Highly Critical and, 0.5
as Extremely Critical by the Secunia Report.
On the other hand there were many cyber-attacks in various magnitudes showing how vulnerable the cybersecurity measures with respect to governments and industrial organizations including Banking and Finance sector, Homeland security, Retail
commerce etc. These new developments force organizations including governments to
consider these developments seriously and re-organize their defending organizations
in a dynamic manner.
The core of cyber security related researches is the study, understand and make
2

efficient processes to eliminate possible damages from Vulnerabilities. A Vulnerability
is a flaw in software which can be exploited with a security impact and unauthorized
gain.
There are many studies in various aspects by researchers to understand vulnerabilities. Development in Information Technology and related industries including
Hardware equipment and software applications during the last decade is an unprecedented land mark in human civilization. However, it is a reasonable observation that,
in parallel to the development mentioned above, attention on defending techniques,
strategies and deployment of resources were not sufficient.
It is rational to state here that, the applying of Scientific Methodology and
integration of the knowledge in natural sciences such as Mathematics and Physics
into IT environment for Cybersecurity objectives should be of the priority. Looking
at vulnerabilities in Statistical perspective and analyze vulnerability data based on
Statistical Methods and Philosophy would play an important role in security development decision making processes. Therefore, it is our objective to look for important
contributions done in the area of Vulnerability analysis [3]-[14] by various scholars in
the recent years and to put our effort in contributing for further developments.
Understanding the need for extensive and comprehensive research foundation,
the US Department of Homeland Security in 2009 issued an in detailed report titled
Cybersecurity Roadmap.
In this study, we expect to develop a set of analytical methods and tools using
Statistical Methodology to be applied in Cybersecurity related decision making pro-

3

cesses.
Alhazmi, O. H. and Malaiya, Y. K. [3] in 2005 analyzed the vulnerability discovery process Modeling the Vulnerability Discovery Process. For the same analysis
Malaiya and others used Weibull Distribution and proposed statistical approach as
Vulnerability Discovery Model [14] and proposed models for Major Operating Systems [10]. In 2010, Joh, H. and Malaiya presented a framework for Software Risk
Evaluation using Vulnerability Life Cycle and CVSS metrices.
One of the major and very important focus of cybersecurity study has been
the study of Vulnerability Life Cycle. S. Frei in his doctoral dissertation discussed
the concept of Vulnerability Life Cycle in several aspects [4]. His analysis on the Vulnerability Life Cycle was useful in understanding vulnerability behavior in different
stages. S.Abraham and S.Nair, used Absorbing Markov model to develop a stochastic
model for Security Quantification [7].
Vulnerabilities that is actively exploited by attackers before they are made
known to the public and hence does not have a patch at the time of discloser are
called Zero Day Vulnerabilities. Leyla Bilge and Tudor Dumitras presnted their Empirical Study on real world Zero Day attacks in 2012 [12]. Analysis on Advance Cyber
attack Modelling by Jajodia, S. and Noel, S. discussed Attack Graphs, Attack Matrices and Attack Predictions and demonstrated a new approach for visualization and
prediction of multi-step attack graphs [15], [16]. Study of Attack graphs and attack
graph developing models is also a main aspect of Cybersecurity related studies. Mehta
[17] and others in 2006 proposed a ranking Method for attack graphs in a computer

4

science perspective.
Attackers in general are referred for Black Hat hackers. But, there are White
hat hackers also who are hacking into systems with good intentions to observe weaknesses and inform relevant parties. White Hat hackers could be internal employees of
the organizations or free-lance security professionals. M. Zhao, J. Grossklags, and K.
Chen have conducted an interesting Exploratory Study of White Hat Behaviors in a
Web Vulnerability Disclosure Program in 2014 [18].
There are many such important contributions and efforts made in understanding vulnerabilities and attack behaviors. However, it should be noted that development of applicable and analytically sound Stochastic Analyses and processes seems
to be crucial in Cybersecurity related studies.
Cyber security studies can lead in two main directions which are related in
many ways. The first one is to analyze the weakness. The weakness to be analyzed
is clearly the Vulnerability. Second direction is to analyze the human behavior in
relation to cyber security. That is mainly the analyzing of Attacker and Attackers
behavior in attack processes and cyber space. While considering both aspects, this
study mainly focus on the first direction. That is the analyses on Vulnerability.

1.2

Introduction to Vulnerability Space

In chapter two, we introduce the concept of Vulnerability Space as a probability
space. Chapter 2 lays down the foundation of deeper analysis for vulnerabilities and
5

Cybersecurity at large. We define Vulnerability Space taking the triple of Sample
Space, Set of events and the Function of probability measure. Considering the entire
vulnerability space based on the behavior of vulnerabilities, we observe and list a set
of probable events in the vulnerability space. In the same chapter, we discuss the
National Vulnerability Data base and Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS)
[5]. A basic introduction to the Vulnerability Life Cycle and States in the Vulnerability
Space will be discussed. Contributions from the chapter are summarized at the end.

1.3

Stochastic Modelling of Vulnerability Life Cycle and Security Risk
Evaluation

In chapter 3, we presents a developed model of Vulnerability Life Cycle graphically
and then apply the Markov process that allows us to develop an analytical formation of
a particular vulnerability. With this analytical matrix from, we apply the Morkovian
[7], [20] iteration process to obtain probability of a particular vulnerability being
exploited as a function of time. Methodology we used and results we obtained with
examples will be discussed in details. In the same chapter, we will also develop and
presents a new index of the Risk associated with the vulnerability.
Finally, in chapter 3, we develop a set of parametric models to predict the
probability of vulnerability being exploited as a function of time. With these models,
users can skip the analytical process of Markov approach and save time and effort yet
have the similar level of accuracy. Developed models are tested and proven for their
successfulness. Contributions from the chapter are summarized at the end.
6

1.4

Non Linear Stochastic Models for Predicting the Exploitability

Chapter 4 further analyze the exploitability and improve the modelling techniques and
quality of developments in the previous chapter. In chapter 4, entire vulnerability
date base is analyzed and resulted parameter estimates from properly considering
the vulnerability data [6] base with over 75000 vulnerabilities are used instead of
statistics from small samples as used in chapter 3. Set of better parameter estimates
are therefore in use for the Markov approach in developing the Transition Probability
Matrix in this chapter. With this sound improvement, we develop a set of successful
Non-Linear Stochastic Models for predicting the Exploitability Probability for any
vulnerability in three vulnerability levels, Low, Medium and High. Contributions
from the chapter are summarized at the end.

1.5

A Comprehensive Analysis on Vulnerability Space

In chapter 5, a comprehensive analysis on the Vulnerability space that we defined in
chapter 2 is presented. We use a new approach of Vulnerability Analysis with Venn
diagrams. Chapter 5 identifies and presents almost all the probable events that could
occur in the Vulnerability space. Likelihood and conditional probabilities are defined
in relation to all these sates. This approach is proposed as a suitable foundation
for any kind of cybersecurity analysis [13] and study in Statistical and Mathematical
perspectives.
Some of the Danger Zones in the vulnerability space are also discussed in brief

7

in chapter 5. Using a set of Venn diagrams presenting and discussing one after the
other, this chapter analyzes the relationship between States of Vulnerability space and
Events that generates those states. Contributions from the chapter are summarized
at the end.

1.6

Introduction to the Complete Vulnerability Life Cycle

Chapter 6 presents a new approach of a Complete Vulnerability Life Cycle [4]. This
comprehensive approach considers all the states for a vulnerability. This model is
a complex model for analytical purposes. However, it is very useful and applicable
based on the behavior of a vulnerability or set of vulnerabilities of interest. This
Vulnerability Life Cycle have many states and discusses all their relationships and
behavior with respect to time. Finally, an analytical presentation of Markov approach
for this complete Vulnerability Life Cycle is discussed.

8

2

2.1

Introduction to Vulnerability Space

Introduction

Study of Vulnerabilities [2] in numerous aspects have been the core of the scientific
efforts in Cybersecurity and related disciplines. During the last decade, several important contributions towards vulnerability related studies have been done. In searching
for better cyber security strategies, correctly identifying the Life Cycle [3], [4] of Vulnerabilities and their behavior throughout the life time is very important. However,
when considering the recent rapid increase in the number of vulnerabilities and cyberattacks which were never expected in such an abundance and magnitude, it is crucial
to re-consider our understanding on the vulnerabilities and their behavior with respect
to the time. Even though there are many important contributions in the modeling of
the concept of Vulnerability Life Cycle, those models are not comprehensive enough
to explain most of the real world aspects regarding vulnerabilities. Several important
states of vulnerabilities are yet to be discussed and included in relevant analyses. As
an example, Zero Day Vulnerabilities [12], [13] are not very well explained in many
such models developed even though it is well known that zero day vulnerabilities represent a major threat to Cybersecurity.
9

Therefore, it is extremely important that we have a proper and comprehensive
analytical model for the vulnerability life cycle that would present all the probable
states of any vulnerability. However, before developing a comprehensive Vulnerability
Life Cycle Model it is mandatory that we understand and list all the possibilities that
a vulnerability could face. In other words, we need to identify all possible states of
a vulnerability. To achieve this objective, in this study, we introduce the concept
of Vulnerability Space, the probability space where all possible incidents that would
occur are included. We discuss Vulnerability Space using a Venn Diagram Approach
with all possible situations of vulnerabilities in the cyber world.
Once we explain the Vulnerability Space, we propose a comprehensive vulnerability life cycle model that considers all the probable events of any kind of vulnerability.
Once we have such a model, we can then analyze the available data and observe the
behavior of vulnerability states. In this study, we also analyze such important observation that we identify as Danger Zones in the Cybersecurity. There are cybersecurity
related practices that we need to review seriously. Some practices in security efforts
might actually make it worse the network computer systems. Initiations taken aiming
at securing sometimes would actually result in more disastrous outcomes. Cybersecurity is right to be said as a Warfield. It is a combat between attackers and the
defenders. Attackers are getting more powerful and using highly sophisticated exploit
strategies as recent records revealed. Better understanding and analytical strategies
on vulnerabilities will provide the defending personals and security systems much
more formidable.
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2.2

2.2.1

Vulnerability Space

Definition

We define the Vulnerability Space as the entire set of vulnerabilities that exist at any
state at a given time. In other words, it is the universal set of all software vulnerabilities that are not being dead (patched) at a particular time. A vulnerability is
known to go through several states from its birth to the death. Most commonly known
states that vulnerabilities would go through are Discovery, Disclosure, Exploitation
and Patch release.
In probability theory, Probability Space is defined as a measure space with
total measure one. Probability space consists with three parts. Named, Sample space
(Ω), σ -algebra of a subset of the sample space (F ) and function in F taking values
(probabilities) in [0,1] (P). Accordingly, we have to illustrate the relevance of this
definition of probability space in the context of Vulnerability Space that we expect
to define here. That is, Vulnerability Space should be defined consisting the triple
(Ω, F, P ) so that it can be considered as a Probability Space.

2.2.2

Sample Space of the Vulnerability Space (ΩV )

Definition

Universal set of all the vulnerabilities in any possible state that is in the universal space
of Cyber-space and related software systems is the sample space of the probability
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space of vulnerabilities. In this context it should be noted that any vulnerability
constitutes a random variable.
Therefore the sample space of vulnerabilities ( ΩV ) contains the all possible
outcomes in the Vulnerability Space that we discuss in details below. In one observing
angle, with respect to vulnerabilities, we refer to these outcomes as states. It is quite
impossible to list all the outcomes in most of the real world phenomena considering
a probability spaces. However, observing the nature of various kinds of existing and
discovered vulnerabilities and their behavior, we identify four main outcomes and
their interactions. Those four main outcomes (states) are given below.

1. Discovery
Discovery is the event of earliest observation or identification of a software vulnerability. A vulnerability could be discovered by an attacker, defender or any
other observer such as a software developer, system administrator etc. Whoever the person or whatever the job the discoverer carries out, we define the
discovered party based on the intention. If the person discovers the vulnerability at first, has the intention to exploit the vulnerability, we consider it was
discovered by an attacker. If the vulnerability was discovered by a person with
the intention of defending the software integrity and security, or intend to help
system administrators, software developers and vendors, then we consider the
vulnerability was discovered by a defender.
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2. Disclosure
Disclosure is the earliest public discloser of a vulnerability. After discovery,
a vulnerability could be disclosed to public by vendors with the intention of
alarming to protect the users systems. Disclosure of vulnerability is very critical
activity with many complex outcomes.

3. Exploitation
Exploitation is the act that, an attacker who creates an exploit (a software tool
that is developed to manipulate the vulnerability and execute the exploitation
act) using it successfully.

4. Patch release
Patch release is the act of releasing (making available) a software patch for the
vulnerability. Once the patch is released, users can install the patch so that the
vulnerability is fixed completely. Once the patch is installed in a system, the
vulnerability is said to be treated in that system. But, releasing of a patch not
necessarily constitute the death or the end of a vulnerability. For a vulnerability
to be considered as Dead, released patches should be installed in all the systems
that the software is installed. Even though it is theoretically correct to say
so, practically, we may consider a vulnerability is dead, as long as the patches
are installed by almost all the users so that the probability of a major threats
causing that vulnerability is negligible.
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2.2.3

Random Process of Generating Vulnerabilities

To better understand these states and their behavior, the concept of Vulnerability life
cycle has been used by many researchers. This study also uses the concept of vulnerability Life cycle throughout all the next chapters in various aspects. An introduction
to vulnerability Life cycle will be given in section 2.4 in this chapter. However, at this
point it should be noted that, by using the term Life Cycle we do not imply a process
of re-production of vulnerabilities that continues as a circle. The term Vulnerability
Life Cycle, only means the series of stages through which a vulnerability passes from
the beginning of its life (existence) until its death.
Vulnerabilities exist in computer software systems. When we use the term
Computer Software System, we include the whole system including Hardware, Software and the power supply. However, the interface that vulnerabilities are defined is
mainly the software. A software developer, or a team uses programming languages
and other tools in developing a software. Such software would be installed on a hardware system or a hardware system with a system software. Programs, Networking
protocols and relevant hardware will make the connectivity among such software.
Since software is human made and developed using codes there is no guarantee
that they are devoid of flaws. Innumerable such code flaws could exist unknown to
anyone. But, our discussion here starts with an observer. The observer could be an
Attacker who intends to find a software flaw and exploit it or a system administrator
(defender) who intends to protect the system being hacked (exploited). Defining of
the ”Birth” of a vulnerability is uncertain. Conventionally, we can accept the exis14

tence of vulnerabilities prior to the observation of such a flaw. Then, the ”Birth”
of any vulnerability is should be the creation of the software itself. Practically, if
we take this classical approach, the ”Birth” of a vulnerability could be considered
as the moment(date) that the software is released for users. In such a classical approach where we accept the existence of software vulnerabilities independent of the
observer, likelihood of the other events should be defined based on that approach too.
As an example, inferences regarding events such as discovering a vulnerability that
was unknown previously should be defined based on the assumption that there are
unknown innumerable number of software vulnerabilities are there. However, such
an approach again in our pointof view possess an inherent doubts. In such classical
approach where we accept the ”absolute existence” of vulnerabilities (independent of
the observer) could make it almost impossible to justify our statistical inferences.
There is another approach that we can take here defining the ”Birth” of a
vulnerability. In this new approach ”unobserved existence” of flaws in software is not
our consideration. Therefore, we call a vulnerability is Born at the very first time
that someone observed that particular flaw in the software. Thus, the sample space
or universal set of the vulnerability space consists with the vulnerabilities that has
been ”observed” by any human being at a particular time.
However, this kind of radical approach must be reviewed thoroughly for its
consequences and theoretical strength by Mathematicians and Statisticians. In this
study we only take the classical approach defining the ”Birth” of a vulnerability at
the time of the development or the release of the software itself. But, it is our expec-
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tation to conduct our future research efforts considering this new approach of defining
of vulnerability dependent to the ”observer”.
It should also be noted here that the approach we take in defining the ”Birth”
does not affect in understanding the events that could occur in the ”Vulnerability
Space” substantially. That is, all the events that would be defined in the new ”observational approach” could be defined in the classical approach also, but with a different
interpretation on the likelihood.
In next two chapters we use a basic model of Vulnerability Life Cycle to develop
and introduce a set of useful statistical models in Cybersecurity. In chapter five we
further analyze the Vulnerability Life Cycle and presents a comprehensive analysis.

2.3

Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS)

Our study of vulnerability space and its events are based on the available data. THe
most commonly used and best available data source we have is the National Vulnerability Database which is based on the Common Vulnerability Scoring System
(CVSS)[5], [6]. Therefore, in this section we will discuss about this data base and the
information we get from the database.
Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) is a free and open industry
standard for assessing the severity of computer system security vulnerabilities. It
is under the custodianship of the Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams
(FIRST) [1]. CVSS is composed of three metric groups, Base, Temporal, and Environmental, each consisting of a set of metrics. It attempts to establish a measure
16

of how much concern a vulnerability warrants, compared to other vulnerabilities, so
efforts can be prioritized. The scores are based on a series of measurements (called
metrics) based on expert assessment. The scores range from 0 to 10. Vulnerabilities with a base score in the range 7.0-10.0 are High, those in the range 4.0-6.9 as
Medium, and 0-3.9 as Low. Figure 2.1 and 2.2 below give a schematic presentation of
the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) which is the basis of the metric
calculation model and the temporal and environmental matrices calculation model,
respectively.

Figure 2.1: Common Vulnerability Scoring System
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Figure 2.2: Common Vulnerability Scoring System- Base Metric Calculation Model

2.3.1

Base Metric

Base Metric is derive from two sub metrics,Exploitability metric and Impact metric.Calculation methodology is given in Appendix A and B.

BaseScore = (0.6 ∗ Impact + 0.4 ∗ e(v) − 1.5) ∗ f (Impact),
e(v) = 20 ∗ AV ∗ AC ∗ AU, Impact(v) = 10.41(1 − (1 − C)(1 − I)(1 − A)),




0,
if Impact(v) = 0
f (Impact) =



1.176, Otherwise

Access Vector (AV)

This measures whether a vulnerability is exploitable locally or remotely. Local: The
vulnerability is only exploitable locally Remote: The vulnerability is exploitable
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remotely (and possibly locally as well)

Access Complexity (AC)

This measures the complexity of attack required to exploit the vulnerability once
an attacker has access to the target system.

High: Specialized access conditions

exist such as specific window of time (a race condition), specific circumstance (nondefault configurations) or victim interaction such as tainted e-mail attachment. Low:
Specialized access conditions or extenuating circumstances do not exist. In other
words, it is always exploitable. This is the most common case

Authentication (AW)

This measures whether or not an attacker needs to be authenticated to the target
system in order to exploit the vulnerability. Required: Authentication is required to
access and exploit the vulnerability. Not Required: Authentication is not required
to access or exploit the vulnerability.

Confidentiality Impact (C)

Confidentiality Impact measures the impact on Confidentiality of a successful exploit
of the vulnerability on the target system. None: No impact on confidentiality. Partial: There is consider able informational disclosure. Complete: A total compromise
of critical system information.
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Integrity impact (I)

Integrity Impact measures the impact on Integrity of a successful exploit of the vulnerability on the target system. None: No impact on integrity. Partial: Considerable
breach in integrity. Complete: A total compromise of system integrity.

Availability impact (A)

Availability Impact measures the impact on Availability of a successful exploit of
the vulnerability on the target system.

None: No impact on availability Partial:

Considerable lag in or in eruptions in resource availability Complete: Total shutdown
of the affected resource

2.3.2

Temporal Metric

The Temporal metrics measure the current state of exploit techniques or code availability, the existence of any patches or workarounds, or the confidence that one has
in the description of a vulnerability.

2.3.3

Environmental Metric

These metrics enable the analyst to customize the CVSS score depending on the
importance of the affected IT asset to a users organization, measured in terms of
complementary/alternative security controls in place, Confidentiality, Integrity, and
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Availability. The metrics are the modified equivalent of base metrics and are assigned
metrics value based on the component placement in organization infrastructure.

Collateral Damage Potential (CDP)

This metric measures the potential for loss of life or physical assets through damage
or theft of property or equipment. The metric may also measure economic loss of
productivity or revenue. The possible values for this metric are listed in Appendix A.
Naturally, the greater the damage potential, the higher the vulnerability score.

Target Distribution (TD)

This metric measures the proportion of vulnerable systems. It is meant as an environmentspecific indicator in order to approximate the percentage of systems that could be affected by the vulnerability. The possible values for this metric are listed in Appendix
A. The greater the proportion of vulnerable systems, the higher the score.

2.4

Vulnerabilities Life cycle

The Life Cycle of a Vulnerability [3] can be introduced with different stages that
a vulnerability passes through. We shall discuss specific stages that are commonly
identified in a given situation. As we identified in the section 2.2 ”states” in the Vulnerability Space are corresponding to the these ”stages” of Vulnerability Life Cycle.
That is, collection of all the vulnerabilities in a particular ”state (or stage)” of their
life cycles constitute the likelihood of the same state in the vulnerability space.
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Commonly identified stages are Birth (Pre-discovery Stage), Discovery, Disclosure, Availability for Patching and Availability for Exploiting that are directly
relevant to the ”main events” we identified in the vulnerability space.

2.4.1

Birth (Pre-Discovery)

The birth of a vulnerability occurs at the development of a software, mostly due to a
weakness or a mistake in coding of the software. At this stage the vulnerability is not
yet discovered or exploited. In a well-developed software package where its reliability
has been identified, one can identify the probability of the birth of the problem.

2.4.2

Discovery

Vulnerability is said to be discovered once someone identifies the flaw in the software.
It is possible that the vulnerability is discovered by the system developers themselves,
skilled legitimate users or by the attackers also. If the vulnerability is discovered
internally or by white hackers, (who are making breaking attempts on a system to
identify the flaws and vulnerabilities with good intentions of helping them to be
patched so that the system security is strengthened) it will be notified to be fixed as
soon as possible. But, if a black hacker discovers a vulnerability it is possible that he
or she will try to exploit it, or sell in the black market or distribute it among hackers
to be exploited.
It should be noted here that while vulnerabilities could actually exist prior to
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the discovery, until it is discovered, it is not a potential security risk. ”Time of the
discovery” is the earliest time that a vulnerability is identified. In a vulnerability life
cycle the ”time of discovery” is an important and critical event. Exact discovery time
might not be published or disclosed to the public due to the other risks that could
be associated with a vulnerability. However, in general after the ”disclosure” of a
vulnerability, public may know the time of discovery subject to security risk review.
We would like to mention here that in developing our statistical model, we
consider only ”pre-exploit discovery”. There are rare chances that a discovery of a
vulnerability could occur after it is actually exploited. As an example, an attacker
could run an exploit attempt aiming to exploit a particular vulnerability. But, the
exploit actually breaks into the system through another unidentified or undiscovered
vulnerability instead of expected vulnerability at that time. Such rare occurrences
are not taken into account in our our present study.

2.4.3

Disclosure

Once a vulnerability is discovered, it is subject to be disclosed. Disclosure could take
place in different ways based on the system design, authentication and who discovered
it. However, ”disclosure” in widely accepted form in the information security means
the event that a particular vulnerability is made known to public through relevant
and appropriate channels. Definition for the disclosure of vulnerability is however
presented differently by different individuals.
In general, public disclosure of a vulnerability is based on several principles.
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The availability of access to the vulnerability information for the public is one such
important principle. Another such important principle is validity of information.
Validity of information principle is to ensure the users ability to use those information,
assess the risk and take security measures. Also, the independence of information
channels is also considered to be important to avoid any bias and interferences from
organizational bodies including the vendor.

2.4.4

Scripting (Exploiting) and Exploit Availability

A Vulnerability enters to the stage of exploit availability from the earliest time that an
exploit program of code is available. Once the exploits are available even low skilled
crackers (or in other words a black hat hacker) could be capable of exploiting the
vulnerability. As we mentioned earlier, there are some occurrences that the exploit
could happen even before the vulnerability is discovered. However in the present
study we consider the modeling of Vulnerability Life Cycles with exploit availability
occurs only after the discovery.

2.4.5

Patch Availability and Death: (Patched)

Patch is a software solution that the vendor or developer release to provide necessary
protection from possible exploits of the vulnerability. Patch will act against possible
exploit codes or attacking attempts for a vulnerability and protect the system and
ensure the integrity. The vulnerability dies when one applies a security patch to all
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the vulnerable systems.
When a White Hat Researcher discovers a vulnerability, the next transition is
likely to be the internal disclosure leading to patch development. On the other hand,
if a Black Hat Hacker discovers a vulnerability, the next transition could be an exploit
or internal disclosure to his underground community. Some active black hats might
develop scripts that exploit the vulnerability.

2.5

Events of Vulnerability Space

In this section, we discuss a set of identified events occurs in the vulnerability space
based on the main ”states” in the Vulnerability Life Cycle that we introduced earlier.
The first event is obviously the the random process that generates the vulnerabilities.
In other words, the ”Birth” of a vulnerability. Then we have the event of discovering
a vulnerability. That is the event of first human observation of a software flaw. For
the simplicity lets consider the the vulnerability space consisting all the discovered
vulnerabilities at a particular time.
Once an attacker or a defender discovers a vulnerability there are several important incidents that are probable to occur. Those important incidents are called
events in the vulnerability space. Occurrence of these probable events are complex
than we would in general imagine. For better understanding of these probable events,
lets discuss the events that are probable in the vulnerability space. We identify 12
distinct important events that can occur after the first event that a vulnerability is
discovered in the space of the vulnerabilities.
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2.5.1

List of probable events in the subspace of discovered vulnerabilities

1. Event that a discovered vulnerability is disclosed (D) to the public before it is
exploited (E) or patch is released (P), (D ∩ (E ∪ P )c ).
2. Event that a discovered vulnerability is disclosed (D) to the public after a patch
0

is released (P) before it is exploited (E), (D ∩ (E ∩ P )).
3. Event that a discovered vulnerability is disclosed (D) to the public after it is
exploited (E) but before the patch is released (P), (D ∩ (E ∩ pc )).
4. Event that a discovered vulnerability is disclosed (D) to the public after it is
both exploited (E) and released with a patch (P) developed, (D ∩ (E ∩ P )).
5. Event that a discovered vulnerability is released with a patch (P) before it is
disclosed (D) or exploited (E), (P ∩ (D ∪ E)c ).
6. Event that a discovered vulnerability is released with a patch (P) before it is
exploited (E) but after it is disclosed (D), (P ∩ (D ∩ E c )).
7. Event that a discovered vulnerability is released with a patch (P) before it is
disclosed (D) but after it is exploited (E), (P ∩ (E ∩ Dc )).
8. Event that a discovered vulnerability is released with a patch (P) after it is
disclosed (D) and exploited (E), (P ∩ (E ∩ D)).
9. Event that a discovered vulnerability is exploited (E) before it is disclosed (D)
or patch is released (P), (E ∩ (D ∪ P )c ).
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10. Event that a discovered vulnerability is exploited (E) before it is disclosed (D)
0

but after patch is released (P), (E ∩ (D ∩ P )).
11. Event that a discovered vulnerability is exploited (E) before the patch is released
(P) but after disclosed (D), (E ∩ (D ∩ P c )).
12. Event that a discovered vulnerability is exploited (E) after it is disclosed (D)
and patch is released (P), (E ∩ (D ∩ P )).

All events mentioned above make a vulnerability to move from one state into
another particular state in the Vulnerability Space. This is indeed a parallel observation of a vulnerability in its life cycle [10],[14]. A move of a vulnerability from one
state to another state in its life cycle contribute to a variation in the ”Likelihood” of
the corresponding state in the Vulnerability Space.
Some of these events are indeed very rare and probability of such an event
to occur would be very small. But, being less probable does not make the event
unimportant in cybersecurity field by no means. One such rare event could lead to
a major flaw in a network system which might make way for an attack and incur a
huge financial and data loss. Therefore, it is crucial to understand all these event and
causes that drives these events.
In chapters five and six we will further discuss and analyze Vulnerability Space
and relevant events occur in the this space in a probabilistic point of view.
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2.6

Contributions

In this chapter, we introduce and defined ”Vulnerability Space” as a probability space.
This definition constitutes the frame work and lay down the foundation of the study
of vulnerabilities in mathematical and statistical points of view. We further identified
the main ”States” and ”Events” of the Vulnerability life cycle which simultaneously
creates probable ”states” in the Vulnerability Space.
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3

Stochastic Modeling of Vulnerability Life Cycle and Security Risk
Evaluation.

3.1

Introduction

In this chapter we propose a method using Markov chain [7], [8] to understand the
Vulnerability Life Cycle [9] and analyze it to observe the Security Risk behavior [11].
Any identified vulnerability, is hazardous to a security system and makes the system
susceptible to be exploited until it is well patched. Therefore, we believe it is very
important to know how to deal with a vulnerability behavior throughout its different
stages. “Vulnerability Life Cycle”[3], [4] would certainly help us to better understand
the vulnerability and its behavior in a security system with respect to time. There are
a number of ways to present the life cycle of a particular vulnerability. However, all
these different introductions have several important stages in common. The level of
the risk associated with different stages of a vulnerability should be different indeed
and need to be estimated.
However, measuring of such a “risk factor”[10], [11] and obtaining a probabilistic estimate is certainly a challenge given the lack of data resources. If we have a
method developed to measure the risk level associated with a particular vulnerability
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at a certain time or stage, it will help the defenders and organizations to act accordingly with well-defined priorities. Then the users and organizations can make sure
adequate attention, resources and security intellects are employed to address such a
risk and proper fixing steps are taken before it is exploited. One of the main objectives we have is to obtain a statistical model that can give us the probability of a
vulnerability being exploited or patched at a given time. In this study we use the
well-known theory of Markov Chain Process [20] to develop such a model.

3.2

Vulnerability and Vulnerability Life Cycle

In this section we will further explain basic concepts of Vulnerability, Vulnerability
Life Cycle that we discussed in chapter 2 and related technical terms to make it easier
to understand later sections.
Microsoft Security Response Center (MSRC) defines the term Vulnerability as
follows.
”A security vulnerability is a weakness in a product that could allow an attacker to compromise the integrity, availability, or confidentiality of that product.”
We understand that, a vulnerability could be derived by investigating the various weaknesses of an implemented security system. With a weakness in a custom
design software, a vulnerability can come to effect in authentication protocols, software reliability and system process, Hardware management and Networking among
others.
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3.2.1

Stages of Vulnerability Life Cycle

The Life Cycle of a Vulnerability [3], [21] can be introduced with different stages that
a vulnerability passes through. We shall discuss specific stages that are commonly
identified in a given situation. Commonly identified stages are involved with the
events such as the Birth (Pre-discovery Stage), Discovery, Disclosure, Availability for
Patching and Availability for Exploiting [4].
Figure 1, illustrates the life cycle of vulnerability showing key stages to be
discussed.

3.2.2

Birth (Pre-Discovery)

The birth of a vulnerability occurs at the development of a software, mostly due to a
weakness or a mistake in coding of the software. At this stage the vulnerability is not
yet discovered or exploited. In a well-developed software package where its reliability
has been identified, one could be able to estimate the probability of the birth of a
vulnerability.

3.2.3

Discovery

Vulnerability is said to be discovered once someone identifies the flaw in the software.
It is possible that the vulnerability is discovered by the system developers themselves,
skilled legitimate users or by the attackers also. If the vulnerability is discovered internally or by white hackers, (who are making breaking attempts on a system to identify
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the flaws and vulnerabilities with good intentions of helping them to be patched so
that the system security is strengthened) it will be notified to be fixed as soon as
possible. But, if a black hacker discovers a vulnerability it is possible that he or she
will try to exploit it, or sell in the black market or distribute it among hackers to be
exploited.
It should be noted here that while vulnerabilities could actually exist prior to
the discovery, until it is discovered, it is not a potential security risk. ”Time of the
discovery” is the earliest time that a vulnerability is identified. In a vulnerability life
cycle the ”time of discovery” is an important and critical event. Exact discovery time
might not be published or disclosed to the public due to the other risks that could
be associated with a vulnerability. However, in general after the ”disclosure” of a
vulnerability, public may know the time of discovery subject to security risk review.
We would like to mention here that in developing our statistical model, we
consider only ”pre-exploit discovery”. There are rare chances that a discovery of a
vulnerability could occur after it is actually exploited. As an example, an attacker
could run an exploit attempt aiming for a particular vulnerability but, the exploit
instead break the intended system through another unidentified or undiscovered vulnerability at that time. While intending to address and incorporate such rare occurrences in our future research, in the present study we will consider vulnerabilities that
we discovered before being exploited.
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Disclosure

Once a vulnerability is discovered, it is subject to be disclosed. Disclosure could take
place in different ways based on the system design, authentication and who discovered
it. However, ”disclosure” in widely accepted form in the information security means
the event that a particular vulnerability is made known to public through relevant
and appropriate channels. Definition for the disclosure of vulnerability is however
presented differently by different individuals.
In general, public disclosure of a vulnerability is based on several principles.
The ”availability of access” to the vulnerability information for the public is one such
important principle. Another such important principle is ”validity of information”.
Validity of information principle is to ensure the user’s ability to use those information,
assess the risk and take security measures. Also, the ”independence of information
channels” is also considered to be important to avoid any bias and interference from
organizational bodies including the vendor.

3.2.4

Scripting (Exploiting) and Exploit Availability

A Vulnerability enters to the stage of ”exploit availability” from the earliest time
that an exploit program of code is available. Once the exploits are available even low
skilled crackers (or in other words a black hat hacker) could be capable of exploiting
the vulnerability. As we mentioned earlier, there are some occurrences that the exploit
could happen even before the vulnerability is discovered. However in the present study
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we consider the modeling of Vulnerability Life Cycles with exploit availability occurs
only after the discovery.

3.2.5

Patch Availability and Death: (Patched)

Patch is a software solution that the vendor or developer release to provide necessary
protection from possible exploits of the vulnerability. Patch will act against possible
exploit codes or attacking attempts for a vulnerability and protect the system and
ensure the integrity. The vulnerability dies when one applies a security patch to all
the vulnerable systems.
When a White Hat Researcher [18] discovers a vulnerability, the next transition is likely to be the internal disclosure leading to patch development. On the other
hand, if a Black Hat Hacker discovers a vulnerability, the next transition could be an
exploit or internal disclosure to his underground community [27]. Some active black
hats might develop scripts that exploit the vulnerability. Figure 3.1, below illustrates
the process of the above discussion.

3.3

3.3.1

Methodology

Markov Chain and Transition Probabilities

A discrete type stochastic process [20] X = {XN , N ≥ 0} is called a Markov chain
[20], [24] if for any sequence {X0 , X1 , ..., XN } of states, the next state depends only on
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Figure 3.1: The Life Cycle of Vulnerability [4]

the current state and not on the sequence of events that preceded it, which is called
the Markov property. Mathematically we can write this as follows.

P (XN = j|X0 = i0 , X1 = i1 , ..., XN −2 = iN −2 , XN −1 = i) = P (XN = j|XN −1 = i)
(3.3.1)
We will also make the assumption that the transition probabilities P (XN =
j|X0 = i0 , X1 = i1 , ..., XN −2 = iN −2 , XN −1 = i) do not depend on time. This is called
time homogeneity. The transition probabilities (Pi,j ) for Markov chain can be defined
as follows.
(Pi,j ) = P (XN = j|XN −1 = i)

(3.3.2)

The transition matrix P of the Markov chain is the N xN matrix whose (i, j) entry
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Pi,j satisfied the following properties.

0 ≤ Pi,j ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N
N
X

Pi,j = 1, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N

j=1

Any matrix satisfying the above two equations is the transition matrix for a
Markov chain. To simulate a Markov chain, we need its stochastic matrix P and an
initial probability distribution π0 .

3.3.2

Transient States

Let P be the transition matrix [8],[15] & [16] for Markov chain Xn . A state i is called
transient state if with probability 1 the chain visits i only a finite number of times.
Let Q be the sub matrix of P which includes only the rows and columns for the
transient states. The transition matrix for an absorbing Markov chain [24], [25] has
the following canonical form.




Q R

P =


0 I

(3.3.3)

Here P is the transition matrix, Q is the matrix of transient states, R is the
matrix of absorbing states and I is the identity matrix.
The matrix P represents the transition probability matrix of the absorbing
Markov chain. In an absorbing Markov chain the probability that the chain will be
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absorbed is always 1. Hence, we have,

Qn → ∞, n → ∞.

Thus, is it implies that all the eigenvalues of Q have absolute values strictly
less than 1. Hence, I-Q is an invertible matrix [20] and there is no problem in defining
the matrix

M = (I − Q)−1 = I + Q + Q2 + Q3 + ....

This matrix is called the fundamental matrix of P. Let i be a transient state
and consider Yi , the total number of visits to i. Then we can show that the expected
number of visits to i starting at j is given by Mij , the (i, j) entry of the matrix M.
Therefore, if we want to compute the expected number of steps until the chain enters
a recurrent class, assuming starting at state j, we need only sum Mij over all transient
states i.

3.4

Vulnerability Life Cycle Analysis Method

In this section we discuss the application of the methodology presented in the previous
section. That is the application of the Markov process into the vulnerability life cycle
graph [11], [25] and developing of the ”Transition Probability Matrix” [20], [24].
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3.4.1

Vulnerability Life Cycle Graph

The core component of the Vulnerability Life Cycle Analysis method we propose here
is the Life Cycle Graph [17], [22], [23] & [25]. When we draw a Life Cycle Graph
for a given vulnerability it has several nodes which represent the Vulnerability Life
Cycle stages. We can assign a possible probability to reach each state by examining
the properties of a specific vulnerability. Also, a Life Cycle Graph has two absorbing
states [25] that are named ”Patched state” and ”Exploited state”. Therefore, this
allows us to model the Life Cycle Graph as an absorbing Markov chain.
The Markov Model Approach to Vulnerability Life Cycle we develop is given
in the Figure 3.2, below. In this figure, we present a Markov approach of Vulnerability Life Cycle with five states. It should be noted that the states three and five are
absorbing states of this Life Cycle Graph as there are no out flaws from those states.

We define, λi = the probability of transferring state i to state j.
In actual situations the probability of discovering a vulnerability can be assumed very
small. Therefore, for λ1 we can assign a small value. Then we assigned probabilities
to λ2 , λ3 , λ4 , λ5 , accordingly.
Using these transition probabilities we can derive the absorbing transition probability matrix for a Vulnerability Life Cycle, which follows the properties defined under
Markov Chain Transformation Probability Method.
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Figure 3.2: Markov Model Approach to Vulnerability Life Cycle

3.4.2

Transition Matrix for Vulnerability Life Cycle

Using the methodology on the vulnerability life cycle graph we can now write the
transition probability matrix for vulnerability life cycle as follows.



λ1
0 0 0
1 − λ1




 0
1 − (λ2 + λ3 + λ4 ) λ2 λ3 λ4 


P =



 0
0
1 0 0




0
0
0 0 1
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(3.4.4)

Where,
Pt (t)- Probability that the system is in state i at timet.
For t = 0 we have
P1 (0)= 1, Probability that the system is in State 1 at the beginning (t = 0).

P2 (0) = 0, P3 (0) = 0, P4 (0) = 0, P5 (0) = 0.

Therefore, the initial probability can be given as


1 0 0 0 0

, that is, the

probabilities of each state of the Vulnerability Life Cycle initially. It is clear that, the
”State 1” (Not Discovered) with probability of one represents that at the initial time
(for t = 0), the Vulnerability is not yet been discovered and therefore the probabilities
for all others stages are zero.
We can assign some reasonable values to λi ’ s and create the transformation matrix
P as follows. As an example, if we consider a time intervals of days, for probabilities
of each stages to a specific vulnerability can be derived using the Markov process as
follows.
For t = 0 , we have
P

(0)


=


1 0 0 0 0

For t = 1 , results in
P (1) = P (0) P,

For t = 2, we can write
P (2) = P (0) P (2) ,
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,

And thus, for = n , we have
P (n) = P (0) P (n) .

Using this method, we can find the pattern of probability that is changing with time
and is related to each ”state” and then to work on finding the statistical model that
can fit the vulnerability life cycle.
For λ1 = 0.1, λ2 = 0.2, λ3 = 0.3, λ4 = 0.4, λ5 = 0.4, λ6 = 0.6 transition probability
matrix can be written as follows:



0
0
0.9 0.1 0




 0 0.1 .2 0.3 0.4






P = 0
.
0
1
0
0






0
0 0.4 0 0.6




0
0
0
0
1

(3.4.5)

As we execute this algorithm, the stationarity was reached (considering to 4 decimal
digits) at t = 107, that is at t = 107, we can find the minimum number of steps so that
the vulnerability reaches its absorbing states [29] and the resulting vector of probabilities for each of the states is obtained as follows. As the row vector presents, the
transition probabilities are completely absorbed into the two absorbing states which
gives the probability of the vulnerability that is being exploited and the probability
of the vulnerability will be patched. All other states have reached the probability of
zero. That is,
P

(n)

=P

(0)

P

(n)


=


0 0 0.3556 0 0.6444
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The following figures illustrates the behavior of the probabilities as a function of time
with respect to the different states. For states one, three, four and five taking initial
probabilities as mentioned above, the behavior as a function of time is graphed. For
states one and three the probability of ”Not-discovered” and ”Disclosed not patched”
respectively, decreases with respect to time and approach zero eventually.
Figure 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 below presents the behavior of the probability of each
state based on the initial probabilities we assigned. It is clear that the probability
of being in the state 1 decreases and approach zero eventually. This indicates that
the probability of a vulnerability being ”Not-discovered” over the time is decreasing
and eventually reaches zero at the time of the ”discovery” (Figure 3.3). Once a
vulnerability is discovered, the probability of being “Exploited” over time indeed
increases. And as the system security activities also will immediately take place, the
probability of being ”Patched” also increases. This behavior is presented in Figures
3.4 and 3.6, respectively. There is also a time gap between the disclosure and patching
of the vulnerability. Initially, the probability of the vulnerability being ”Disclosed not
patched” will rise for a very short period of time then will decrease eventually as this
is not an absorbing state in the life cycle.
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Figure 3.3: Probability of being Not discovered

Figure 3.4: Probability of being Exploited
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Figure 3.5: Probability of being Disclosed -Not Patched

Figure 3.6: Probability of being Patched

For a better understanding, comparison and to have a more generalize observation
we proceed to check the behavior of these probabilities over the time with different
probability assigned values. We change λ1 values and compare the probability changes
in each state with time. The following graphs, illustrate the behavior of each state
for λ1 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.7. Figure 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 represent those
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behaviors graphically. Each graph presents the behavior of the probability of being
in that ”state” of the life cycle over time. It is interesting to observe that the initial
probability that we assign for λ1 did not really affect much on the behavior of the
probability over time.
However, it is important to note that a vulnerability with a higher initial
probability of being discovered will go to stationarity faster than to those with a
lower initial probability of being discovered. This is observable from the graphs labeled
Probability of being Exploited as a function of time and Probability of being Patched
as a function of time in Figures Figure 3.8 and 3.10 respectively.

Figure 3.7: Probability of being Patched
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Figure 3.8: Probability of being Patched

Figure 3.9: Probability of being Patched
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Figure 3.10: Probability of being Patched

3.5

3.5.1

The Risk Factor and Parametric Model

Introducing the Risk Factor and Evaluating the Risk Level as a
Function of Time

Vulnerabilities which have been discovered but not patched represents a security risk
[19], [25] and [26] which can lead to considerable financial damage or loss of reputation
(credibility). Therefore estimating the risk is very important and in the present study
we introduce a method to evaluate the risk level [34], [35] of discovered vulnerabilities.
By examining Figure 3 we discussed above, that is related to the state Exploited in
the Vulnerability Life Cycle, we can clearly see the pattern of exploitability as a
function of time. As a function of time, the probability of being exploited increases
significantly up to some stage and then eventually become stable.
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To evaluate the risk factor of exploiting with respect to the time we consider the
changes in the probability and also the CVSS score of a specific vulnerability. We
explore the use of the CVSS vulnerability metrics which are publicly available and
are being used for ranking the strength of all vulnerabilities.
Let’s proceed to define the risk factor as follows:
Let, vi be any specific vulnerability. Then,

Riskvi (t) = P r(vi is in the state 3 at timet) × Exploitability score(vi )

(3.5.6)

We shall use this definition of the Risk Factor in developing our proposed statistical
model to evaluate the risk behavior [28], [35].

3.5.2

Development of a Parametric Model to Predict the Probability of
Vulnerability Being Exploited.

To accomplish our objective, we developed two statistical models [36], [37] where
the response variable Y is the probability of being exploited and is driven by the
attributable variable t, the time. At first, for statistical accuracy to homogenize the
variance we filtered the data using natural logarithm, lnt . For the second model, to
obtain a better fit to the data we introduce a term with an inverse transformation in
addition to the filter using the natural logarithm.
Thus, the proposed final forms of the statistical model to estimate the probability of
being exploited at time t is given in the table below.
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For λ1 = 0.1, λ2 = 0.2, λ3 = 0.3, λ4 = 0.4, λ5 = 0.4, λ6 = 0.6 values we proposed a
model to predict the probability at different time intervals as follows.
Table 3.1: Proposed Models for Estimating the Probability of being exploited at time t
R2

2
Radj

Y= 0.0868 + 0.0523ln(t)

0.7544

0.7528

Y= 0.1772 - 0.27189(1/t) + 0.0326 ln(t)

0.8526

0.8507

Model

As an example, let’s take a specific vulnerability labeled as CVE-2016-0467. This has
CVSS Base score 4.00, which categorized as medium score with ”Impact sub score:
2.9” and ”Exploitability sub score: 8.0”. For This vulnerability we can measure risk
as follows.
Risk for exploit(vi (t)) = Pr (vi is in state 3 at time t) ×Exploitabilityscore(vi ),
=(0.1772 - 0.27189(1/t) + 0.0326 ln(t)) * 8.
Using Equation above, we can predict the risk factor of specific vulnerability at any
time interval.
2
This is an excellent model that gives us an R2 of 0.8526 and Radj
of 0.8507. The R2 ,

named Coefficient of Determination tells us how much can the change in the response
variable be explained and predicted by the attributable variables of the model and
considered as the key criterion in evaluating the quality of a model. In other words,
R2 equals to the ratio of the Sum of Squares of the Regression to the Total Sum of
Squares. That is,
R2 =

SSS Res
SS Reg
=1−
.
SS T otal
SS T otal

(3.5.7)

Let’s consider an example to illustrate these two models further. For the given values
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for λ1 to λ6 given above, consider the values of the response variable Y (Probability
of being exploited) at several values of time t. Table 3.2 illustrates several results
obtained and we can obtain the Sum of Squared Error for the model using such data.
Table 3.2: Probabilities estimated using two models for several values of time t.
t

Model 1 Estimate

Model 2 Estimate

1

0.0868

-0.09469

2

0.123051598

0.063851598

3

0.144257423

0.122384761

18

0.237966443

0.256321119

19

0.240794159

0.258878711

20

0.243476798

0.261266372

28

0.261074296

0.27611951

29

0.262909572

0.277598327

30

0.264682623

0.279016035

58

0.299161169

0.304882684

59

0.300055208

0.305519416

60

0.300934221

0.306144133

88

0.320964715

0.320071521

89

0.321555682

0.320474602

90

0.322140046

0.320872795

98

0.326593799

0.323895552

99

0.327124768

0.324254543

100

0.327650401

0.324609648

While the second model qualify to be much better as R2 is higher compared to the
first model as we mentioned previously, it should be noted here that our comparison
with respect to the probability of being exploited is in comparison with the probability
obtained from our transition metrics for a particular time t.
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We can generate such set of models for different vulnerabilities involving different
CVSS score and improve further for predicting probabilities with respect to critical
stages in Vulnerability Life Cycle of a particular Vulnerability.

3.6

Contribution

Using of the Markov model Approach to Vulnerability Life Cycle, we can have a better
understanding of the behavior of a vulnerability as a function time. In the present
study we have developed a successful statistical model to estimate the probability of
being in a certain stage of a particular vulnerability in its life cycle. In sections 3.3
and 3.4 we have presented our methodology of using the Markov approach and Life
Cycle Graph Analysis. This analysis with the application of Markov Chain Theory
gave us the basis for calculating estimates for probabilities for different stages of a life
cycle of the vulnerability considered.
Further in section 3.5, we have also developed a “RISK FACTOR”, and statistical
models to estimate the risk for a particular vulnerability being exploited combining
our methodology with the exploitability score given in the CVSS score. Using the
developed method, we can evaluate the risk level of a particular vulnerability at a
certain time.
These developments ensure us with a great advantage in taking measures to avoid
exploitations and introduce patches for the vulnerability before attacker takes the
advantage of that particular vulnerability.
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4

4.1

Nonlinear Stochastic Models for Predicting the Exploitability

Introduction

Obtaining complete information regarding discovered vulnerabilities looks extremely
difficult. Yet, developing statistical models requires a great deal of such complete
information about the vulnerabilities. In chapter two, we introduced a new concept
of Risk Factor [25] of vulnerability which was calculated as a function of time. We
introduced the use of Markovian approach [24], [31] to estimate the probability of a
particular vulnerability being at a particular state of the vulnerability life cycle.
In this chapter, we further develop our models, use available data sources in a
probabilistic foundation to enhance the reliability and also introduce some useful new
modeling strategies for vulnerability risk estimation [25]. Finally, we present a new set
of Non-Linear Statistical Models [26] that can be used in estimating the probability
of being exploited as a function of time. Our study is based on typical security system and vulnerability data that is available. However, our methodology and system
structure can be applied to a specific security system [39] by any software engineer
and using their own vulnerabilities to obtain their probability of being exploited as a
function of time. This information is very important to a companys security system
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in its strategic plan to monitor and improve its process for not being exploited.
Risk is an unavoidable phenomena in the Cyber world. Information systems
ranging from very small and personal level apps to massive corporate and government
applications and system platforms are facing the threat from Cyber-attacks [31], [33]
and [38] in various dimensions. The number of such attacks and the magnitude of the
hazards have been heavily increasing throughout recent years. Hackers are getting
more active and effective. The risk is getting higher. System administrators and defending professionals are working hard to understand attackers, attacking strategies
and effectively defend attacking attempts. To establish successful defending platforms
a proper understanding of the risk associated with a given vulnerability is required.
If we have effective models that enable the defenders and system administrators to
successfully predict the risk of a given vulnerability being exploited as a function
of time it will be helpful to plan and implement security measures, allocate relevant
resources and defend the systems accordingly. In this chapter, we improve the Markovian approach of Vulnerability Life Cycle Analysis that we presented in chapter three
to come up with better modelling techniques to evaluate the risk factor using probability theory and statistical methods.
The key objective of this chapter is to propose and present a rational set of
methods to identify the probabilities for each different state in the vulnerability life
cycle [4], [47] and use this information to develop three different statistical models
to evaluate the Risk Factor of a particular vulnerability at time t. In chapter two,
we introduced the strategy of using Markov processes [24], [48] to obtain the tran-
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sition probability matrix of all the states of a particular vulnerability as a function
of time. We iterated the Markov process and determined that it reaches the steady
state with probabilities of reaching the absorbing states [24]. Two absorbing states
were identified as exploited and patched states. We proceeded to introduce the Risk
Factor that can be used as an index of the risk of the vulnerability being exploited.
Finally, we presented successful statistical models that can calculate the Risk Factor
more conveniently without going through the Markovian process.
However, in this process, we used a logical and realistic approach to assign
initial probabilities for each state of the vulnerability. In this study, we introduce
more relevant and sophisticated sets of methods to assign the initial probabilities for
each state of Vulnerability Life Cycle based on several logical assumptions. We use
the CVSS score [5], [43] as we did earlier, but here we calculate and introduce initial
probabilities taking the entire CVE Data Base [6] into consideration.
Finally, using our new methods, we develop three new statistical models for
vulnerabilities that differ based on their vulnerability score ranging from 0 to 10 as
low risk (0-3.9), medium risk (4-6.9) and high risk (7-10). Using these models the
user will be able to estimate the Risk of a particular vulnerability being exploited at
time t and to observe the expected behavior of the vulnerability throughout its life
cycle.
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4.2

4.2.1

Background and Related Methodologies

Vulnerability Life Cycle Analysis Method

Markov chain process approach that we introduced in chapter three, to develop the
transition probability matrix included all the important states of Vulnerability Life
Cycle. The Vulnerability Life Cycle Graph [3], [41], [46] that we discussed is presented
below by Figure 4.1. When we draw a Life Cycle Graph for a given vulnerability, it has
several nodes which represent the stages of the Vulnerability Life Cycle. In chapter
three we assigned logical probabilities for a hacker to reach each state by examining
the properties of a specific vulnerability. With two absorbing states that are named
Patched state and Exploited states, we obtained a model the Life Cycle Graph as an
absorbing Markov chain [24], [48].

We define, λi = the probability of transferring state i to state j.
In actual situations the probability of discovering a vulnerability can be assumed very
small. Therefore, for λ1 we can assign a small value. Then we assigned probabilities
to λ2 , λ3 , λ4 , λ5 , accordingly.
Using these transition probabilities we can derive the absorbing transition probability matrix for a Vulnerability Life Cycle, which follows the properties defined under
Markov Chain Transformation Probability Method.
However, in this chapter, instead of randomly assigning transition probabilities for
each of the state presented in the Life Cycle, we use a new set of methods that
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Figure 4.1: Markov Model Approach to Vulnerability Life Cycle with Five States.

are probabilistically more reliable. It is challenging to acquire a complete set of
information relevant to Vulnerabilities in a manner that we can calculate the required
probabilities conveniently. Therefore, we use available and reliable data resources
about Vulnerabilities to develop our methodology that we discuss in the sections that
follows.

4.2.2

Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) and Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)

It is important to remind here the usage of Common Vulnerability Scoring System
(CVSS) and CVE Details [6], as we gather data from those resources. As we discussed
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in details in chapter 3, Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) is the commonly used and freely available standard for assessing the magnitude of Information
System Vulnerabilities. CVSS gives a score for each vulnerability scaling from 0 to 10
based on several factors. National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [1] provides CVSS
score and updates continuously as new vulnerabilities are discovered. CVSS score is
calculated using three main matrices named, Base Matric, Temporal Metric and Environmental Metric. However, NVD data base provides us with only the Base Metric
Scores for the Vulnerability only because the Temporal and Environmental Scores are
varied on other factors related to the organization that uses the computer system.
The Base score for more than 75,000 different vulnerabilities are calculated using 6
different Matrices. It is managed by the Forum of Incident Response and Security
Teams (FIRST). CVSS establishes a standard measure of how much concern a vulnerability warrants, compared to other vulnerabilities, so that efforts can be prioritized.
The scores range from 0 to 10. Vulnerabilities with a base score in the range 7.0-10.0
are High, those in the ranges 4.0-6.9 are Medium, and 0-3.9 are Low. Hence, the three
transition probability matrices and statistical models that we develop in this chapter
are based on this classification of the CVSS score.
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) is a dictionary resource and
CVE Detail website [6] provides us with the data base in the basic categories with
different CVSS scores. CVE Details provide us with quantities of vulnerabilities in
different levels of magnitudes ranging from 0 to 10. Instead of randomly assigning a
reasonable probability for each different states λi ’s, we now use these data resources
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as per their availability in estimating probabilistically reliable values for each state.
Our approach in assigning initial probabilities into each state of the Life Cycle is
discussed in the subsection below.

4.2.3

Methodology of assigning initial probabilities

Our objective now is focused on assigning initial probabilities for different states in
the Life Cycle. In Table 4.1, below we present these initial probabilities that are required in our present study. Estimating them requires a great deal of data resources.
To estimate λ1 as an example, requires the total number of vulnerabilities in each
category ranging from 0 to 10 in magnitudes, and information on their discovery with
respect to time. Similarly for other states, we need the number of vulnerabilities
discovered, exploited before disclosed, exploited after discovery but before patched,
patched before the disclosure, patched after the disclosure, under each CVSS score
level.
We start with the CVSS scores available for each Vulnerability and categorize
them and take the counts for the three different levels of vulnerabilities for possible
states. However, it should be noted that, there are no data resources available providing all the data requirements here we have. Therefore, when the CVSS classifications
available in the CVE detail website satisfy our requirements, we use those data and
when they are not sufficient to make a reliable estimate we use information given by
Stefan Frei in his thesis [4] and Secunia Vulnerability information report [2].
We categorized 75705 vulnerabilities according to their CVSS score and under each
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Table 4.1: Transition Probabilities in the Vulnerability Life Cycle.
Probability-λi

State Represented

λ1

Discovered

λ2

Exploited before patched or disclosed

λ3

Disclosed but not yet patched or exploited

λ4

Patched before disclosed

λ5

Exploited after disclosed

λ6

Patched after disclosed

of the three categories to find out number of total vulnerabilities and number of
exploitations. We shall use this information to assign probabilities of discovery (λ1 )
and exploitability(λ2 ) for each CVSS score level.
To assign probabilities for Disclosed but not yet patched or exploited (λ3 ), Patched
before disclosed (λ4 ), exploited after disclosed (λ5 ) and patched after disclosed (λ6 )
we used Secunia vulnerability report information [40], [45] and Frei’s results given in
his study [4].

Estimating λ1

To calculate an estimate for λ1 , the probability of a vulnerability is being discovered
for three categories of CVSS score, it is ideal to have an estimate for the population
of total number of (known and unknown) vulnerabilities at a particular time so that
we can get the proportion of discovered vulnerability out of the total. But, at a given
time, it is impossible to know the total number of vulnerabilities in the cyber world
as the number of vendors, application software, system software and other apps are
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uncountable, so are the number of vulnerabilities that could be existing. Therefore,
to have a logical estimate for the total number of vulnerabilities for each year, we first
calculated the cumulative number of vulnerabilities, and then calculated the number
of vulnerabilities discovered in a particular year as a proportion of cumulative number
of vulnerabilities in the next calendar year. Once we have taken these proportions
considering all the years from 1999 till 2015, we took the average of those proportions
to be our estimate for λ1 .

Assumptions Made for λ1

When calculating λ1 , it was assumed that, the number of unknown vulnerabilities
in a particular year are discovered in the next year and the accumulated number
of vulnerabilities in a particular year is an estimate for the population size of the
vulnerabilities in the previous year.

Estimating λ2

Estimate for λ2 , the probability of a particular vulnerability being exploited before
patched or disclosed was calculated using the data provided in the CVE Detail website.
The entire set of exploited vulnerabilities were calculated for 10 different categories
(or CVSS score levels) of interest.
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Estimating λ3 , λ4 , λ5 and λ6

λ3 , the probability of a vulnerability being disclosed but not yet patched or exploited
is calculated using the equation, λ3 = 1 − (λ2 + λ4 ).
For λ4 , the probability of a vulnerability being patched before disclosed, we used
information available in Secunia Report on Vulnerability.
To estimate λ5 , probability of a vulnerability being exploited after disclosed and λ6 ,
probability of a vulnerability being patched after disclosed we used information given
by Stefan Frei in his doctoral thesis [4]. Frei, estimates that the probability of a
vulnerability being exploited after it is disclosed is greater than the probability of it
being patched. His estimates are that, there is a probability around 0.6, for a disclosed
vulnerability being exploited. Therefore we, in developing our model used, fix values
of 0.6 and 0.4 respectively for λ5 and λ6 .
Table 4.2 below presents our results on probabilities for each state with respect to
each category/level of vulnerability.
Table 4.2: Estimates of Transition Probabilities for each Category of Vulnerabilities .
Vulnerability level

λ1

λ2

λ3

λ4

λ5

λ6

Low

0.1777

0.01630

0.18369

0.8

0.6

0.4

Medium

0.1888

0.08104

0.11896

0.8

0.6

0.4

High

0.1804

0.14755

0.05244

0.8

0.6

0.4

Using these transition probabilities for each level we can now derive the absorbing
transition probability matrix for a Vulnerability Life Cycle, which follows the properties defined under Markov Chain Transformation Probability Method [7], [20] and
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[48].

4.3

Transition Matrix for Vulnerability Life Cycle

4.3.1

Executing the Markov process to Transition Probability matrix

Now that we have the Vulnerability Life Cycle Graph with two absorbing states
and initial probability estimates for each state, we can write the general form of the
transition probability matrix for vulnerability life cycle as follows.



1 − λ1 λ1 0 0 0 





 0
0
λ
λ
λ
2
3
4


P =



 0
0 1 0 0




0
0 0 0 1

(4.3.1)

Where,
Pt (t)- Probability that the system is in state i at timet.
For t = 0 we have
P1 (0)= 1, Probability that the system is in State 1 at the beginning (t = 0).

P2 (0) = 0, P3 (0) = 0, P4 (0) = 0, P5 (0) = 0.

Therefore, the initial probability can be given as


1 0 0 0 0

, that is, the

probabilities of each state of the Vulnerability Life Cycle initially. It is clear that, the
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”State 1” (Not Discovered) with probability of one represents that at the initial time
(for t = 0), the Vulnerability is not yet been discovered and therefore the probabilities
for all others stages are zero.
Now, for three different categories of Vulnerabilities, we can iterate the transition
probability matrix using Markovian process until the matrix reaches its steady state.
The iteration algorithm is explained below.
For t = 0 , we have
P

(0)


=


1 0 0 0 0

,

For t = 1 , results in
P (1) = P (0) P,

For t = 2, we can write
P (2) = P (0) P (2) ,

And thus, for = n , we have
P (n) = P (0) P (n) .

Using this method, we can find the pattern of probability that is changing with time
and is related to each ”state” and then to work on finding the statistical model that
can fit the vulnerability life cycle.
As an example, for the vulnerabilities in Category one, where λ1 = 0.1777, λ2 =
0.0163, λ3 = 0.1837, λ4 = 0.8, λ5 = 0.6, λ6 = 0.4 the transition probability matrix is
written as follows:
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0
0
0
0.8223 0.1777




 0
0
.0163 0.1837 0.8






.
P = 0
0
1
0
0






 0
0
0.6
0
0.4




0
0
0
0
1

(4.3.2)

As we execute this algorithm, for the vulnerabilities of category one, the stationarity
(steady state) was reached (considering to 4 decimal digits) at t = 86, that is, the
minimum number of steps so that the vulnerability reaches its absorbing states is 86
and the resulting vector of probabilities for each of the absorbing states is obtained as
the output of the calculation process. As shown below, the transition probabilities are
completely absorbed into the two absorbing states which gives the probability of the
vulnerability being exploited and the probability of the vulnerability will be patched.
All other states have reached the probability of zero. That is,



0
0
0
0.8223 0.1777




 0

0
.0163
0.1837
0.8






P = 0
,
0
1
0
0






 0
0
0.6
0
0.4




0
0
0
0
1
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(4.3.3)

After 86 iterations stabilized matrix is as follows,

P 86


0


0



= 0



0


0

0 0.1265 0
0 0.1265 0
0

1

0

0

0.6

0

0

0

0


0.8735


0.8735



.
0 



0.4 


1

(4.3.4)



−−→ −−→
(86)
(0) (86)
P
=P P
= 0 0 0.1265 0 0.8735 .
That is, it will take the hacker 86 steps and a 12.7% chance to exploit the security
system and 87.3% probability to reach the patched state. Thus we are sure that after
t=86, one of the two states will be reached.
Initially, we defined the 3rd state as “the state of being exploited” and the 5th state
as “the state of being patched” in the vulnerability life cycle. Based on the current
data resources available relevant to the vulnerabilities of category one we can use
these results as estimates for the probabilities of being exploited and being patched.
The results from this Markovian model for the vulnerability life cycle shows that the
sum of the resulting probabilities equals to one (0.1265 + 0.8735 = 1). This in other
words indicates that our model estimates that one of these results are expected after
t=86 (ex: after 86 days) for a vulnerability in category one. Hence, it is clear that
once the “steady state” is achieved, for a vulnerability of category one, estimates of
the probability of being exploited is 12.65% and the probability of being patched is
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87.35%.
Similarly, for vulnerabilities of categories two and three, the transition probability matrices can be obtained. Transition probability matrices and resulting steady
state vectors for those categories are given below.

For vulnerabilities of Category 2;


0
0
0.8112 0.1888 0




 0
0
.081 0.119 0.8






P = 0
,
0
1
0
0






 0
0
0.6
0
0.4




0
0
0
0
1

(4.3.5)

After 80 iterations stabilized matrix is as follows,

P 80


0


0



= 0



0


0

0 0.1524 0
0 0.1524 0
0

1

0

0

0.6

0

0

0

0


0.8476


0.8476



.
0 



0.4 


1



−−→ −−→
(80)
(0) (80)
P
=P P
= 0 0 0.1524 0 0.8476 .
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(4.3.6)

For vulnerabilities of Category 3;
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(4.3.7)

After 84 iterations stabilized matrix is as follows,

P 84


0


0



= 0



0


0

0 0.1790 0
0 0.1790 0
0

1

0

0

0.6

0

0

0

0


0.821


0.821



.
0 



0.4 


1

(4.3.8)



−−→ −−→
(84)
(0) (84)
P
=P P
= 0 0 0.1790 0 0.821 .

Table 4.3 below summarizes our results. Number of iterations (steps) that it takes
to reach the steady states and resulting row vectors of probabilities for each three
categories of vulnerabilities are given in this table.
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Table 4.3: Number of iterations (steps) to reach the steady state and Steady State Vector
for each category of Vulnerability .
Vulnerability
level
Low
Medium
High

4.4

Number of
iterations
86
80
84

Steady state
probability
[0 0 0.1265 0 0.8735]
[0 0 0.1524 0 0.8476 ]
[0 0 0.179 0 0.821]

Probability of
being exploited
0.1265
0.1524
0.179

Probability of
being patched
0.8735
0.8476
0.821

Sum
1
1
1

Risk Factor Model-Calculating the Risk as a Function of Time

Now that we have the steady state vector with the probabilities for patching and
getting exploited, we can calculate the risk of a particular vulnerability using the risk
factor that we introduced in the previous chapter.

Riskvi (t) = P r(vi is in the state 3 at time t) × Exploitability score(vi )

(4.4.9)

Exploitability score for the vulnerability can be taken from the CVSS score as we
mentioned earlier. With our results for three different levels of vulnerabilities, now
we have a better index for the risk factor since our initial probabilities were not just
chosen randomly, but were estimated using the available and reliable data sources.
As an example, lets consider a vulnerability in the lower level with an exploitability
score of 2.4. Assume that we need to find the Risk factor of that vulnerability at
t = 50. Then, using the Markov process we can come up with the resulting vector
of the vulnerability that gives us the probabilities of being in each different state at
that particular time. However, iterating Markov process for each time would not be
a very efficient process due to the analytical calculations. Therefore, we proceed to
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move on to develop three different nonlinear statistical models that make it much
more convenient for the designed calculation.
To further explain the usage of the Risk Factor lets take an example. Consider
a vulnerability given in the Table 4.4 below. With the published date and the exploitability score known for that vulnerability, we can now calculate the risk of being
exploited at a particular date from the published date. For the first vulnerability
V1 (CVE 2016-0911) which is a low risk vulnerability the risk factor is 0.2474 and
for the other two categories of medium and high risk levels, vulnerabilities V2 (CVE
2016-2832) and V3 (CVE 2016-3230), risk factors are 0.3667 and 1.17702 respectively.

Table 4.4: Three vulnerabilities in each categories with their details and the calculated risk
factors.
Vulnerability

Published date

CVSS score

e(vj )

(tj )

R(vj (t))

V1 (CVE 2016-0911)

6/19/2016

1.9 (Low)

3.4

5

0.2474

V2 (CVE 2016-2832)

6/13/2016

4.3 (medium)

2.8

11

0.3667

V3 (CVE 2016-3230)

6/15/2016

9 (High)

8

9

1.702

The risk factor can be graphed as a function of time. The figure below shows
the behavior of the risk factor of the middle level vulnerability V2 (CVE 2016-2832)
over a time period of 101 days starting from 6/13/2016. We notice that the risk factor
increases rapidly within around first 10 days indicating that once a vulnerability is
published, the risk of being exploited rapidly increases. Even after this rapid increase,
the risk does not show a decreasing behavior. This specific behavior is due to our
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model structure of the vulnerability life cycle. That is, consisting with two absorbing
states (being exploited and being patched), we assume that either one of two outcomes
are possible for a given vulnerability. Therefore, considering state of being exploited
as an absorbing state the life cycle does not move to any other state beyond being
exploited which explains why this graph stay increased without decreasing over the
time.
Figure 4.2 above illustrates the behavior of the Risk Factor as a function of

Figure 4.2: Behavior of the Risk Factor as a function of time

time. The curve shows a rapid increase in the risk factor initially as expectable since
the vulnerability immediately create a risk with its discovery and disclosure. Based
on the graph, we can conclude that over the time with a life cycle consisting two
absorbing states, the Risk Factor of a given vulnerability increases rapidly and become
stable at a higher level of risk without decreasing back. This behavior exemplifies
the threat any vulnerability would impose on an information system. As far as a
proper patch is released and installed a probable harm from a given vulnerability
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increases monotonously. However, it should not be misinterpreted in the view point
that the risk from a given vulnerability never reduces. Our Absorbing Markovian
Model does not consider some of the interactions that might take place in the real
world situations. Our intention here is to show the impact of a vulnerability until it
is not patched. Outcomes from the situations where patching attempts and exploit
attempts after and before disclose should be explained in much border modeling aspect
of the vulnerability life cycle.

4.5

4.5.1

Non Linear Statistical Models for Exploitability

Model Building

In the previous section we developed an analytical algorithm that identifies the number
of steps (time) that the transition probability matrix of the vulnerability life cycle will
reach a steady state. Thus, for a given vulnerability in the categories of Low, Medium
and High risk levels, we can include with the probability of being exploited (having
hacked) and the probability of being patched as a function of time. However, this
process is time consuming and the Markovian iteration process would be quite difficult
to perform every time. Using this approach to find the minimum number of steps for
each category we obtained t=86 steps for category one vulnerabilities, t=80 steps for
category two vulnerabilities and t=84 steps for category three vulnerabilities. Then,
we recorded the probability of being exploited at the each step. Thus, we have for
each category a 2 x 86, 2 x 80 and 2 x 84, matrices of information, respectively. Our
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goal is to utilize this information and develop a statistical model for each category to
be able to predict the probability of being exploited as a function of time and thus
bypassing the analytical difficulties.
A sample of the data for each category is shown in Appendix C. All these of the data
sets exhibit nonlinear behavior and thus multiple regression is not applicable. After
very exhaustive research, we were able to identify two sets of nonlinear statistical
models for each category.
The general analytical focus of the statistical models that we found are of the forms:
Model 1: Y (exploitation probability) = α0 + α1 1t + α2 lnt + ε
and
Model 2: Y (exploitation probability) = β0 + β1 1t + β2 lnt + ε ,
Where, Y is the probability of being exploited, α and β are the vector of coefficients or
weights, t being the time given in steps and ε is the modelling error [49]. We used the
method of maximum Likelihood estimation to obtain the estimates of the coefficients
that drives these models [36], [50].
Model-1
The best nonlinear statistical model that we developed for Low, Medium and High
Vulnerability categories are given below along with their R2 (coefficient of determina2
tion), Radj
(R2 adjusted).

Low (Category one) risk vulnerabilities:

 
1
+ 0.011321 ln (t) ,
Y = 0.084197 − 0.116756
t
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2
= 0.8653.
with R2 = 0.8684, Radj

Medium (Category two) risk vulnerabilities:

 
1
Y = 0.111073 − 0.143992
+ 0.011461 ln (t) ,
t
2
with R2 = 0.8888, Radj
= 0.8859.

High (Category three) risk vulnerabilities:

 
1
Y = 0.133927 − 0.169314
+ 0.012375 ln (t) ,
t
2
with R2 = 0.8988, Radj
= 0.8963.

As we will discuss R2 reflects on the quality of the proposed model.
Model-2
In investigating to see if we can improve the precision of the model 1, we have found
that by implementing another logarithmic filter to our initial model to further homogenizing the variance of our data. We obtained a set of models that gives us better
results increasing the accuracy of our prediction approximately by 9% compared to
the Model 1. New model equations for each of the categories are given below.
Low (Category one) risk vulnerabilities:

 
1
Y = 0.135441 − 0.308532
+ 0.002030 ln (ln (t))
t
2
with R2 = 0.9576, Radj
= 0.9566.
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Medium (Category two) risk vulnerabilities:

 
1
+ 0.007011 ln (ln (t))
Y = 0.169518 − 0.356821
t
2
with R2 = 0.962, Radj
= 0.961.

High (Category three) risk vulnerabilities:

 
1
Y = 0.135441 − 0.308532
+ 0.002030 ln (ln (t))
t
2
with R2 = 0.9588, Radj
= 0.9577.

Thus, model 2 is a significant improvement in the R2 over model 1.
Both models give very good predictions of the probability of exploitation as a function
of time. However, ”Model-2” seems to give better predictions because of the additional
logarithmic filtering that we applied to homogenize the variance further. Table 4.5 and
4.6 summarizes the 6 model equations with respective R2 (coefficient of determination),
2
Radj
(R2 adjusted) values for convenient comparison.

Table 4.5: Nonlinear Statistical Model 1 to estimate the probability of being exploited as a
function of time.
Category

Model 1 Equation

R2

2
Radj

Low (0-4)

Y (t) = 0.0841970.116756(1/t) + 0.011321 ln(t)

0.8684

0.8653

Medium (4-7)

Y (t) = 0.1110730.143992(1/t) + 0.011461 ln(t)

0.8888

0.8859

High (7-10)

Y (t) = 0.1339270.169314(1/t) + 0.012375 ln(t)

0.8988

0.8963
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Table 4.6: Nonlinear Statistical Model 2 to estimate the probability of being exploited as a
function of time.
Category

Model 2 Equation

R2

2
Radj

Low (0-4)

Y (t) = 0.1354410.308532(1/t) − 0.002030 ln(ln t)

0.9576

0.9566

Medium (4-7)

Y (t) = 0.169518 − 0.356821(1/t) − 0.007011 ln(ln t)

0.962

0.961

High (7-10)

Y (t) = 0.1917010.383521(1/t) − 0.00358 ln(ln t)

0.9588

0.9577

4.5.2

Evaluation of the Models

2
We used R2 (coefficient of determination), Radj
(R2 adjusted) and residual analysis

using actual data that we did not use in the model building to validate the accuracy
and the quality of these models. R2 is commonly used to measure the goodness of a
statistical model and is defined as,

R2 =

SS Reg
SSRes
=1−
,
SS T otal
SS T otal

Where SSRes or SSE is the Sum of Squares of Residual and SS T otal is the Total Sum
of Squares. It is also referred to as the Coefficient of Determination. In our case the
R2 =.96 states that the model is an excellent fit such that the 96% of the behavior
in the response variable (probability of being exploited) is explained and predicted
by the attributable variable (time- t) and only a 4% of the change in the response
variable is not explained due to the variance.
In order to be more confident in interpreting the value of R2 we also calculate the
2
Radj
(R2 adjusted) to address the issue of bias.
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2
(R2 adjusted) is defined by
Radj

2
=1−
Radj

(n − 1) SSRes
,
(n − p) SS T otal

Where, n is the sample size and, p is the number of risk factors (attributable variables)
2
in our models. The closer the R2 and Radj
to one, the higher the quality of our models.

We also performed residual analysis of all the models to determine if the error factor
has significantly contributed to the accuracy of our models. In all cases, the residual
error was not significant. Finally we tested all our models with the actual data that
we did not include in developing the models and the results were exceptional.
As mentioned, we needed a best fitting three Statistical models to calculate the risk
factor conveniently. In other words, we expected to obtain a best fitting model that
can replace the Markovian iteration and hence to avoid the difficulty in estimating of
the probabilities for time ”t” earlier to the ”steady state”. With these new models
we have achieved our goal.

4.6

Contribution

In this chapter, we have improved the models we build up in chapter three.. We have
improved the calculation methods of initial probabilities and creating the Transition
Probability Matrix in using of the Markovian process that we introduced in our previous studies. We used CVSS data presented in CVE details website and calculated
initial probabilities for discovering and exploiting a vulnerability based on the records
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on last 17 years data. Finally, we created two sets of three models for predicting the
risk of a particular vulnerability being exploited as a function of time. The models
we presented are proven to have an excellent fit with the Markovian process probabilities. Therefore we can replace the Markovian process using these models since
these models enable us to get rid of analytical requirement to execute the Markovian
iteration process of identifying the steady states of being exploited or being patched
for each vulnerability.
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5

5.1

A Comprehensive Analysis on Vulnerability Space

Introduction

In chapter two, we introduced the Vulnerability Space as a probability space. We
defined the sample space of vulnerabilities and presented a set of events that could
occur in the subspace of discovered vulnerabilities. We also mentioned that there is
a relationship between these events and the states of vulnerabilities [26].
In this chapter we further discuss these events and their likelihood in the vulnerability space. It is our objective in this chapter to analyze the vulnerability space
in several aspects so that a complete foundation on statistical analysis on vulnerabilities is developed. This chapter will present all currently identified events and
states belongs to the vulnerability space and define them using probability theory.
In chapters 3 and 4 we looked in to the behavior of one particular vulnerability over
time and used our inferences from available data to obtain useful estimates to help
cybersecurity related decision making [8], [24]. In this chapter, we will look in to the
Big Picture of vulnerability space and analyze it to lay down a strong foundation for
the use of any future Cybesecurity related study.
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5.2

States of a Vulnerability and the Likelihood of States in the Vulnerability Space

Any vulnerability during its life time passes through a series of stages that we identify as states of vulnerability. This behavior of a vulnerability over time affects the
likelihood of states in the vulnerability space as we mentioned in chapter two. List
of events in a vulnerability life cycle as mentioned in section 2.5 moves vulnerabilities into such different states during their life time. Cumulative effect of such events
will constitute the probability estimates an observer will have in the vulnerability
space. In this chapter, we introduce a new logical approach using a Venn diagram
that presents all the states in vulnerability space after they are discovered.
Any vulnerability can be placed in to a specific subset which can be categorized based on events. These key events are Discovery of Vulnerability, Disclosure of
Vulnerability, Exploitation of Vulnerability and Patch released of Vulnerability [4].
These subsets and corresponding probabilities of events that generate the elements of
these subsets are of our interest in this section. But, occurrence of these states are not
in an exact order always. Depending on who discovers the vulnerability and several
other factors, order in occurrence of these states could vary from one vulnerability to
another. In this chapter, we introduce a new approach of vulnerability analysis using
Venn diagram.
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Figure 5.1: Venn diagram representing the Vulnerability Space

5.2.1

Venn diagram for Vulnerability

Figure 5.1 above illustrates all the probable states of vulnerabilities in the vulnerability space. The square represents the universal set of the vulnerabilities including
undiscovered vulnerabilities. Black circle inside the square represents the subset of
Discovered Vulnerabilities by any human being. Three intersecting circles represents
three main states namely Disclosed (D), Exploited(E) and Patch released(P). A Vulnerability that has been discovered by someone, but no other action taken by any
party is represented by the white space outside three intersecting circles represented
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by the number 8. States represented by numbers from 1 to 7 with respective colors
can be explained as follows. Grey color area outside the black circle represents the
set of undiscovered, unobserved and therefore unknown vulnerabilities. These states
are further explained below.

Dark Blue (1)

This area represents the vulnerability state where a vulnerability is disclosed to the
public but it is neither exploited nor is a patch released for that. In other words
this area represents the, set of vulnerabilities Disclosed but has not been Exploited
or Patch released. Probability of a vulnerability being in this state can be given as
follows.
Pr[D∩(E∪P )c ] = Pr(vulnerability is disclosed but not patch released or exploited)

Red (2)

The area given in Red color and number 2, represents the state where a vulnerability
is exploited but it is neither disclosed nor is a patch released. In other words, this
area represents the set of vulnerabilities in the Vulnerability Space, that is Exploited
but has not been Disclosed or Patch released. Probability of a vulnerability being in
this state can be given as follows.
Pr[E∩(D∪P )c ] = Pr(vulnerability is exploited but not disclosed or patch released)
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Green (3)

The area given in Green color and number 3, represents the state where a patch is
released for a vulnerability but it is neither Disclosed nor Exploited. In other words,
this area represents the set of vulnerabilities in the Vulnerability Space that is patch
released but has not been Disclosed or Exploited. Probability of a vulnerability being
in this state can be given as follows.
Pr[P ∩(E∪P )c ] = Pr(vulnerability is patch released but not disclosed or exploited)

Pink (4)

The area given by Pink color and number 4, represents an intersection of Disclosure
and Exploitation. That is the state where a vulnerability is both Disclosed and
Exploited but has not been Patch released. In other words, this area represents the
set of vulnerabilities in the vulnerability space that has been Disclosed and Exploited
but not Patch released. Probability of a vulnerability being in this state can be given
as follows.
Pr[(D∩E)∪P c ] = Pr(vulnerability is disclosed and exploited but not patch released)

Yellow (5)

The area given by Yellow color and number 5, represents an intersection of Patch
release and Exploitation. That is, the state where a vulnerability is both Patched and
Exploited but has not been Disclosed. In other words, this area represents the set of
vulnerabilities in the vulnerability space that has been Patch released and Exploited
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but not Disclosed. Probability of a vulnerability being in this state can be given as
follows.
P r[(E∩P )∩Dc ] = Pr(vulnerability is exploited and patch released but not disclosed)

Light Blue (6)

The area given by Light Blue color and number 6, represents an intersection of Disclosure and Patch release. That is, the state where a vulnerability is both Disclosed
and Patch released but has not been Exploited. In other words, this area represents
the set of vulnerabilities in the vulnerability space that has been Patch released and
Disclosed but not Exploited. Probability of a vulnerability being in this state can be
given as follows.
Pr[(D∩P )∩E c ] = Pr(vulnerability is disclosed and exploited but not patch released)

Brown (7)

The area given by the White color in the middle of the figure and number 7, represents
the intersection of all three possible events Disclosure, Exploitation and Patch release.
That is, the state where a vulnerability is Disclosed, Exploited and also Patch released.
In other words, this area represents the set of vulnerabilities in the vulnerability
space that has been Disclosed, Exploited and also Patch released. Probability of a
vulnerability being in this state can be given as follows.
Pr[(D ∩ E ∩ P )] = Pr(vulnerability is disclosed,exploited and patch released)
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5.3

Relationship between Cyber Events and Vulnerability States

Now that we have explained all the important events that we consider regarding
vulnerabilities and all the states of vulnerabilities, it is important to discuss the relationship between those events and status of vulnerabilities. Table 5.1 below illustrates
the this relationship. As illustrated in the Table 5.1, Event 1 constitute the State 1

Table 5.1: Relationship between the events in vulnerability space and states of vulnerabilities

in the vulnerability space. That is, if someone discloses a vulnerability to the public
before it is exploited or a patch is released, the vulnerability is said to be in State
1 that we defined early. (However, before further explanations, it must be noted
that numbers we have given for events and states in this study are only for reference purposes and do not constitute any order.) Such a disclosure without releasing
a patch is extremely dangerous and one of our objectives in the present study is to
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assess the consequences of such a disclosure using available data. Event 9 as mentioned in the Table 5.1, constitutes the State 2 of a vulnerability. That is the case
where a discovered vulnerability is exploited before it is disclosed or patch is released.
Such a situation arises mostly if an Attacker discovers a vulnerability and execute
an exploit. This is one of the major concerns and vulnerabilities that has no patch
developed patch pose a greater threat. What is referred to as Zero Day Vulnerabilities
[44] comes under this category. Vulnerabilities in this category exist known only to
the attackers and therefore considered as major threat in Cybersecurity. Event 5 as
mentioned in the Table 5.1, constitutes the Sate 3 of a vulnerability. That is the
case where a discovered vulnerability is released with a patch before it is disclosed
or exploited. Once this happens, vulnerability initially go to the Sate 2 however, it
is expectable that with the releasing of the patch users will install the patch in the
computer systems knowing or unknowing the vulnerability. It is possible for a vendor
to release the patch first and then after a several days or weeks vulnerability will also
be disclosed to the public. Practically, this is logical procedure. As the vendor or
system administrator discovers a vulnerability, efforts are taken to develop a patch
without disclosing it to the public. Once the patch is developed, the vendor would
release it as an update for the software allowing users to install it. The Vendor may
monitor the system for any further issues to see if the patch is strong enough and if
there are other effects of installing the patch etc. After some time once the Vendor is
confidence about the installed patch, information regarding the vulnerability may be
disclosed to the public.
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Events 3 and 11 as mentioned in the Table 5.1, constitute the State 4 of
Vulnerability. There are two possible cases here. One is the case where a discovered
vulnerability is disclosed to the public after it is exploited but before the patch is
released. The other case is where a discovered vulnerability is exploited before the
patch is released but after disclosed. Both these events occur before a patch is released
and the vulnerability is in the state such that it is both exploited and disclosed.
However, likelihood of two events causing this state mainly depends on who discovers
the vulnerability. In one case, Exploitation occurs before the Discloser. This is where
the hacker is in the lead. The hacker (or attacker) discovers the vulnerability, then,
he creates an exploit code and exploits the vulnerability executing that exploit code.
The vendor would find out this vulnerability after some attacks by himself or through
a malware detector [32] who identifies the exploit and hence the vulnerability. But
still, the vender is behind the hacker. On the other hand, there could be a situation
where a vulnerability is discovered by a vendor or a malware detector (ex: White HatHacker [18]) and for some reasons disclose it before a patch is released considering the
nature of the vulnerability and some other factors. In such a case, vender is in lead
to the Hacker. But, before the patch is developed and released to the users, hackers
or attackers could develop an exploit for this disclosed vulnerabilities and execute
it. Therefore, in any scenario State 04 represents a strong position for the attacker
against the vendor. Events 7 and 10 as mentioned in the Table 5.1, constitute the
State 5 of Vulnerability. Those are the two cases where in the first case, a discovered
vulnerability is released with a patch before it is disclosed but after it is exploited and
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in the second case, a discovered vulnerability is exploited before it is disclosed but
after patch is released. Both these events occur before a disclosure of a vulnerability
and the vulnerability is in the state such that it is both exploited and released with
a patch. Similar to the State 4 this state can also be explained from two different
point of views of the hacker and the vendor. That is, a hacker might discover a
vulnerability first and execute and exploit for that. Then, after some time from this
hackers execution, vender gets to know about the vulnerability and release a patch as
soon as possible. So, in such a case the vulnerability has been already exploited but
then a patched is released so that users can install the patch and secure themselves
of possible exploit. On the other hand, if the vulnerability is first discovered by the
vendor, and as soon as possible release a patch so that the users can install the released
patch. However, the vulnerability is not publicly disclosed. If a hacker somehow find
out this vulnerability and create an exploit, it is still possible to execute the exploit
on the systems where the released patch is not yet installed properly. However, it
is clear that, since there is no public disclosure of the vulnerability, there is a very
little chance for an exploitation. However, both theoretically and practically it is not
impossible.
Events 2 and 6 as mentioned in the Table 5.1 constitute the State 6 of Vulnerability. Those are the cases where a discovered vulnerability is disclosed to the public
after a patch is released before it is exploited and where a discovered vulnerability
is released with a patch before it is exploited but after it is disclosed. This state is
considerably favorable as it is an intersection of being Patch released and Disclosed
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and both these events occur before an exploitation of the vulnerability. Therefore,
both the possibilities can be explained in Vendor Lead perspective. That is, a situation, either vendor discloses a vulnerability soon after the release of the patch or
the vendor released the patch first and then disclose the vulnerability. Events 4, 8
and 12 as mentioned in the Table 5.1, constitute the State 7 of vulnerability. This is
the intersection of all three main events Disclosure, Exploitation and Patch release.
Three events 4, 8 and 12 explains the different ways that a vulnerability could come
into this intersection. In the next section, we present a new Venn diagram associating
all these events with their probabilities that allows us to distinguish the role of hacker
and vendor with respect to the events.

5.4

Explicit Venn diagram for Vulnerability

Now that we have identified all the probable events in the vulnerability space with
respect to discovered vulnerabilities, we can further analyze the likelihood of those
events using available data resources. However, it is very important to recognize the
origination of these events in reference to the parties associated with the each event.
That is, some events in the vulnerability space are derived by actions of attackers
or hackers while some other events are derived by actions of system administrators,
malware detectors and Ethical (White Hat) Hackers [18]. Intention of the parties
associated directly characterizes the outcomes of events in the vulnerability space.
Therefore, the likelihood or the probability of a particular event to occur in the
vulnerability space should be defined separately based on the intention of the party
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associated. To further illustrate this nature in the vulnerability space, we use an
Explicit Venn Diagram. In this Venn diagram we illustrate the regions in different
colors and numbers while considering the nature or originators intention.

Figure 5.2: Explicit Venn diagram considering the nature of intention of the discoverer

In Table 5.1, we explained the relationship between 7 different states of a
vulnerability and their relationship with the 12 different events that occur in the
Vulnerability Space. Now, we further analyze these events and states considering the
likelihood to occur them. We can also consider the specific nature and characteristics
of those states and look into available data and check for real world consequences of
these events and states.
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5.4.1

Identifying and Differentiating the Events Based on the Intention
of the Discoverer

In the Vulnerability spaces, events are generated and defined with the discovery of a
vulnerability. In reality, the first perception of a vulnerability in the Cyber Space can
be identified as the discovery. However, the consequences and events after a discovery
is directly depend on the intention of the discoverer. We consider that the intention of
the discoverer could be either good or bad. One with a good intention, as an example
a system administrator, an independent malware detector or an ethical hacker might
discover a particular vulnerability. On the other hand, someone such as a hacker or
an attacker, with bad intentions looking for a particular exploitation might find a
vulnerability. Therefore, from this point onward, we consider this scenario and separately identify the outcomes for both the cases. In the Figure 5.2 above, the area
covered by the BLACK LINE going through circles illustrates the states related to
events of vulnerabilities where the intention of the discoverer is considered as BAD.
The other area of the Venn diagram illustrates the states related to events of vulnerabilities where the intention of the discoverer of the vulnerabilities are GOOD. For
better understanding of the Venn diagram with related states and events lets remind
the areas mentioned. Three circles D, E and P represents the states of Discloser,
Exploitation and Patch release respectively. As we explained in detail in the previous
sections, there are intersections of these states caused by events. As an example, a
discovered vulnerability could be disclosed to the public after it is exploited but before
the patch is released. This event is attributed to the State 4 (colored in Pink) in the
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Figure 5.1. But, it should also be noted that the event where a discovered vulnerability is exploited before the patch is released but after disclosed also attributed to
State 4. Even though, these two different events characterizes the same state of a
vulnerability in the vulnerability space, it is quite clear that two events must result in
different consequences in reality. As we can understand, the event where an exploitation could occur before a patch release, or a discloser is a result of a Black Hat Hackers
BAD intentions and actions. Therefore, State 4 in Figure 5.1 should be further analyzed. The same situation is there for State 5 and State 7. Once the discoverer is
considered as in Figure 5.3, these states are now clear for our analysis. States 5, 6,
7, 8, 9 and 10 in Figure 5.3 represents the states derived from discoveries with bad
intentions (discoveries by attackers or hackers). these states Who at first discover
the vulnerability and nature of intentions makes a complete difference in outcomes.
Figure 5.3 below combined with Table 5.2, satisfactorily explain us these differences.
With this analysis on the vulnerability space as a probability space, now we are in a
position to finalize our comprehensive analysis on the states and related events. As
presented in Figure 5.1 and Table5.1 in this chapter we had 12 events in the subspace
of Discovered vulnerabilities defining 7 states. But, now that we have considered the
intention of the discoverer of a vulnerability and the possible differences in leading
the order of events we have 10 different states within the intersecting circles of the
Venn diagram. As Figure 5.3 presents, intersection of state of Exploited and Disclosed
are now divided into two parts as State 5 and State 6. Similarly, the intersection of
Exploited state and Patch released is also divided in to two parts as State 7 and State
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Table 5.2: Events and their relationship to the states in the vulnerability space considering
the intention of the discoverer

8. The area of the intersection of all three circles is also now divided in to two parts
as State 9 and State 10. Analytical observation of these new states came into context
with the separation we presented with the Black line that we used to separate the
vulnerabilities discovered by attackers or hackers. This separate identification reveals
several important events in the vulnerability space. All the states including the new
observations considering who discovered the vulnerability is discussed in details with
their probabilities in the next section.
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Figure 5.3: Explicit Venn diagram considering the nature of intention of the discoverer in
relation to the events in Table 5.2.

5.5

5.5.1

Inferences on States of the Vulnerability Subspaces

Probabilities and inferences regarding Non-intersected states

States 1, 2 and 3 as we defined earlier represents non intersecting states. Out of
these 3 states only the State 02 represents the involvement of an attacker. Relevant
probabilities of a vulnerabilities observed at random being in each of these states are
given below.
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State 01

Probability of a discovered vulnerability observed at random being disclosed given
that it is not exploited and not patch released can be estimated using the definition
of the conditional probabilities as follows.
0

0

0

P r[D ∩ (E ∩ P )]
P r(D|(E ∩ P )) =
=
P r(E 0 ∩ P 0 )
0

0

0

n([D∩(E ∩P )])
n(S)
n(E 0 ∩P 0 )
n(S)

0

0

n([D ∩ (E ∩ P )])
=
(5.5.1)
n(E 0 ∩ P 0 )

To obtain better statistical inferences on this state it is required to obtain the data on
number of disclosed vulnerabilities that has not been exploited or patch released and
the number of vulnerabilities that are not been taken any action after discovered by
any party. The latter is almost impossible to estimate using the available data. Number of vulnerabilities kept hidden by vendors and hackers unknown. Same challenge
is there for other states below.

State 02

Probability a discovered vulnerability being exploited given that it is both not disclosed and not patch released.
0

0

0

0

P r[E ∩ (P ∩ D )]
n([E ∩ (P ∩ D )])
P r(E|(P ∩ D )) =
=
0
0
P r(P ∩ D )
n(P 0 ∩ D0 )
0

0
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(5.5.2)

State 03

Probability of being patch released given that it is not disclosed and not exploited.
0

0

0

P r(P |(D ∩ E )) =

0

0

0

P r[P ∩ (D ∩ E )]
n([P ∩ (D ∩ E )])
=
0
0
P r(D ∩ E )
n(D0 ∩ E 0 )

(5.5.3)

It should be noticed for estimating probabilities with respect to states 2 and 3 also we
need reasonable estimates the hidden number of vulnerabilities by all the parties. We
expect to address this issue in this section. Figure 5.4 below can be used to discuss
this further. Figure 5.4 illustrates two additional states (states 11 and 12) that we

Figure 5.4: Explicit Venn diagram considering the nature of intention of the discoverer
stating discovered but unknown vulnerabilities by attackers and vendors.

didnt discuss before. These states represents the following subsets of vulnerabilities.
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State 11

Vulnerabilities that are discovered with bad intentions (by hackers or attackers) but
has not yet been exploited or disclosed by any other means to the public or vendors.

State 12

Vulnerabilities that are discovered with good intentions (by vendors) but has not yet
been patch released or disclosed by any other means to the public or vendors.
These two states (11 and 12) are of the unknown information to us. But, for our
statistical inferences of the interest it is crucial to obtain some reasonable estimates
with respect to these two states. To calculate conditional probabilities stated above
with respect to states 1, 2 and 3 we have to have those estimates. Quality inferences on
State 2 is of extreme importance in Cybersecurity. State 2 represents a Danger Zone
where the attackers/hackers are in lead and execute exploits unknown to vendors first,
and even after the exploit is executed and become known to vendors, no successful
patches available.

5.5.2

Probabilities and inferences regarding intersected states

States 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 represents intersecting states of main events. These
events and their likelihood is discussed in brief below.
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State 4

Probability of a discovered vulnerability observed at random being disclosed and
patched released given that it is not exploited can be given as follows.
0

0

P r[(P ∩ D) ∩ E ]
n([(P ∩ D) ∩ E ])
P r((P ∩ D)|E ) =
=
0
P r(E
n(E 0
0

(5.5.4)

To obtain an estimate for this probability we need data or suitable estimates for number of elements in states 1, 3, 4, 11 and 12. Estimates for numbers of vulnerabilities
in states 1, 3 and 4 can be obtained using available vulnerability data. However, obtaining proper estimates for discovered but hidden vulnerabilities is a challenge as we
discussed above. Similar challenge is present in other states with intersections. Therefore, it is clear that estimates for parameters with respect to States 11 and 12 is of
the importance. States 5 to 10 are given below with their corresponding probabilities.

State 5

Probability of being exploited given that it is disclosed and not patch released
0

0

P r(E|(P ∩ D)) =

0

P r[E ∩ (P ∩ D)]
n([E ∩ (P ∩ D)])
=
0
P r(P ∩ D)
n(P 0 ∩ D)

(5.5.5)

State 6

Probability of being disclosed given that it is exploited but not patched released
0

0

P r[D ∩ (P ∩ E)]
n([D ∩ (P ∩ E)])
P r(D|(P ∩ E)) =
=
0
P r(P ∩ E)
n(P 0 ∩ E)
0
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(5.5.6)

State 7

Probability of being patch released given that it is not disclosed but exploited
0

0

0

P r(P |(D ∩ E)) =

P r[P ∩ (D ∩ E)]
n([P ∩ (D ∩ E)])
=
0
P r(D ∩ E)
n(D0 ∩ E)

(5.5.7)

State 8

Probability of being exploited given that it is not disclosed but patch released
0

0

P r[E ∩ (P ∩ D )]
n([E ∩ (P ∩ D )])
P r(E|(P ∩ D )) =
=
0
P r(P ∩ D )
n(P ∩ D0 )
0

(5.5.8)

State 9

Probability of being patch released and disclosed given that it is exploited

P r((P ∩ D)|E) =

n([(P ∩ D) ∩ E])
P r[(P ∩ D) ∩ E]
=
P r(E
n(E

(5.5.9)

State 10

Probability of being exploited given that it is both disclosed and patch released

P r(E|(P ∩ D)) =

P r[E ∩ (P ∩ D)]
n([E ∩ (P ∩ D)])
=
P r(P ∩ D)
n(P ∩ D)

(5.5.10)

While, all these states represents different subspaces in the vulnerability space, there
are some sates of higher importance than the others. It should be clear that, most
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dangerous states are those with Exploited event. States, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 are all
related to Exploitation in some way. However, States coming into exploitation with a
Vendor leading state is of the knowledge for the vendor and defending professionals.
That is, states 8 and 10 are actually discovered by the vendor, but for some reason
there are possibilities for exploitations. However, these threats are known to the
vendor and necessary steps can be taken to avoid further damages. But, states 2,
6, 7 and 9 represents a subspace with Attackers Lead. All vulnerabilities in these
states are first discovered by attackers. Exploitation occurs unknown to the vendors.
Vendors might know about these sets of vulnerabilities only after attacks are executed
and severe damages occurred. Therefore, these states represents a real threat. Out of
these four states, states 7 and 9 represents the vulnerabilities where, after exploitation
somehow, a patch is developed and released therefore, no further damages can be
generated from those vulnerabilities. But, states 2 and 6 are extreme situations. These
two states represents vulnerabilities in attackers lead and there are no solutions for
them at all. Therefore, we consider states 2 and 6 as Danger Zones in vulnerability
space. State 5 is also considered a Danger Zone because it represents the set of
vulnerabilities that has been exploited after the discloser. Even though it is known
to the vendor, such a vulnerability has no Patch available yet. Therefore, this is also
a high threat situation.
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5.6

Danger Zones of the Vulnerability Space

As discussed in the previous section states 2, 5 and 6 are the most dangerous zones
considering the strong position that attackers possess with respect to vulnerabilities
in those two states. Vulnerabilities in state 2 are discovered by attackers and then
execute exploits, breach systems where the vendors have no knowledge of them at all.
Even after disastrous attacks, vendors are unable to develop a patches and release
them to users. Users have no idea, because these vulnerabilities are not disclosed to
the public too. State 6 has the same scenario except that they are disclosed to the
public.
Considering this situation, analysis of these two Danger Zones are of higher
importance. To obtain better inferences regarding these states, there is a need for a
powerful and comprehensive data resources which we do not have access at this point.
However, using available data resources we analyze these states and expects to obtain
useful observations to develop better predictive models.
Table 5.3 categorize the vulnerability data set contains 46310 vulnerabilities
since 1998 to 2011 given presented by M. Shahzad [21] in his research paper.
As we are interested in State 6, which is an intersection of Exploitation and Discloser,
lets consider the behavior of 15363 vulnerabilities from 1998 to 2011 recorded with
respect to this state. The time gap between the discloser and exploitation calculated
in days regarding these vulnerabilities are given in the Table 5.4 below. Let ted
represent the difference between exploitation time and disclosed time of a specific
vulnerability. As the table illustrates some of the vulnerabilities have been even
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Table 5.3: categorize the vulnerability data set (1998 to 2011).
Category of information available

of Vulnerabilities

Disclosed date

46310

Patched date with Disclosed date

9667

Exploited date with Disclosed date

15363

Both Patched and Exploitation date

1424

Table 5.4: Number of vulnerabilities calculated considering the time gap between discloser
and exploitation.
Year

Vulnerabilities

Vulnerabilities

Vulnerabilities

Vulnerabilities

Vulnerabilities

ted < 0

ted = 0

0 < ted < 7

7 < ted < 30

ted > 30

98

2

39

1

-

1

99

6

147

1

-

2

00

5

226

3

-

9

01

9

256

12

2

12

02

6

532

50

6

25

03

19

343

68

19

34

04

88

1177

132

37

37

05

58

1905

133

58

61

06

60

2569

272

60

61

07

40

1705

159

38

40

08

14

2726

14

14

15

09

9

1358

12

10

11

10

12

545

25

15

15

11

-

40

1

2

1
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exploited before the discloser date. Many vulnerabilities have been exploited on the
date of discloser itself. Within first week, after the first week within a month and
after a month exploitations are calculated and presented. te d < 0 shows that exploit
for a given vulnerability is released before its publicly disclosed. te d = 0 shows that
exploit for a given vulnerability is released on the day its publicly disclosed. te d > 0
shows that exploit for a given vulnerability is released after its publicly disclosed. As

Figure 5.5: Number of Exploited Vulnerabilities near the Discloser.

illustrated in the Figure 5.5, it is clear that the number of vulnerabilities that is getting
exploited on the day of the discloser is way higher than other times. This is a peculiar
observation. The reason however is clear. Once a vulnerability is disclosed, many
attackers or hackers will immediately identify it and create an exploit. This indeed
shows the capacity of and skill level of modern hackers. All this same day and after
discloser exploitations comes under Sate 5 in the vulnerability space illustration in
Figure 5.4. There are 328 vulnerabilities that has been exploited before the discloser.
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These exploitations comes under State 06 which we consider a Danger Zone where
users have no knowledge at the time of exploitation.
Now, lets put our specific attention on this 328 vulnerabilities which were
exploited before the discloser. We can calculate the probability of such a vulnerability
out of the subspace of vulnerabilities recorded for both the discloser date and exploited
date. All these include in the area (States 5 and 6) of the intersection of discloser and
exploitation. The scatter plot in the Figure 5.6, of the probabilities in the each year
does not show any specific behavior.
Even though we dont have sufficient data points for a quality analysis, it is

Figure 5.6: Scatter Plot of Probabilities of Vulnerability exploited before the discloser.

clear from this scatter plot that the probability behavior of these vulnerabilities looks
a non-stationary. Proper analyses on these critical vulnerabilities and their behavior
is very important. But, the data we possess at the point is not sufficient for such a
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study. However, from the data recorded in other sources such as Secunia Vulnerability
Reports [2] it shows a significant increase in the Zero Day Vulnerabilities in recent
years. Therefore, studies on these vulnerabilities will become more important in
Cybersecurity in the future.

5.7

Contributions

In this chapter, we have conducted a comprehensive analysis on the Vulnerability
Space that we introduced in chapter two. We developed a new approach using Venn
diagrams to analyze all the states of vulnerabilities in the vulnerability space. This
presentation of vulnerabilities as a probability space and analysis of events and states
lay down a strong foundation for understanding the behavior of vulnerabilities in
different circumstances. Relationship of events occur in the vulnerability space with
corresponding states clarify many issues in understanding the behavior of vulnerabilities.
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6

6.1

Introduction to Extended Vulnerability Life Cycle Model

Introduction

In this chapter, we integrate our results from all previous chapters. Vulnerability Life
Cycle model that we used in chapter 3 and 4 will be further extended to develop a
complete Life Cycle Model. The Life Cycle graph that we present will incorporate all
the states and events we discussed in this study with respect to vulnerability space.
The Venn diagrams we presented in chapter 5, in addition to illustrating probabilities
of the events and states of the vulnerability space, provides us a better approach for an
extended Vulnerability Life Cycle. However, a complex Vulnerability Life Cycle with
many nodes might be hard to use analytically. Therefore, we may present a Master
Vulnerability Life Cycle for the completion of the concept and discuss Sub-Life Cycles
based on the practical and analytical needs. That way, according to the need of a
study anyone can extract Sub-Life Cycles and use them analytically.
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6.2

Extended Vulnerability Life Cycle

Vulnerability Life Cycle that we proposed in chapter 3 in the present study had five
states. Those states were given as Non Discovered, Discovered, Exploited, Patched
and Disclosed but not patched or exploited. That life cycle graph covered the main
events in a vulnerability life cycle. However, as we understood in chapters 2 and 5
it is clear that there are many other important events and corresponding states in
a vulnerability life cycle. Therefore, there is a need for better and comprehensive
Vulnerability Life Cycle Model which is capable of illustrating as many events and
states of vulnerability space as possible.
Very first consideration in our new approach is to separately consider who discovers a vulnerability. That is in other words, in developing our new life cycle graph,
the intention of the discoverer is explicitly considered. It is clear that the resulting
events are highly depending on the intention of the discoverer of the vulnerability.
Figure 6.1 below presents our new Extended Life Cycle graph. This new Life
Cycle graph has 11 states. At first, the Birth of a vulnerability is considered. As any
man made software could have a weakness, it is considered that vulnerabilities are
born at the introduction of the software itself.
Next states are about the discovery. In this Life Cycle, instead of one state to
represent the discovery, we allocate two different states representing the discoverers
intention also. Therefore, the discovery of a vulnerability by a White Hat hacker (that
is with good intentions) is considered separately from the discovery by an attacker or
Black Hat hacker (that is with bad intentions).
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After that, probable events are identified separately. Discussing this Vulnerability Life Cycle graph with the Venn Diagram of the Vulnerability space will give us
a clear understanding.
As Figure 6.1 illustrates, if a vulnerability is discovered by a White Hat

Figure 6.1: Extended Vulnerability Life Cycle.

hacker or Vendor parties, the very first effort will be to develop a successful patch and
release it. But, some times, patching vulnerabilities at once could not be feasible. In
such cases, there is a possibility that the vulnerability is announced without a patch.
According to the Secunia Report of 2016 Vulnerability Review, out of detected 17147
vulnerabilities in 2016, there are about 19 percent which did not have a patch at the
date of Discloser. However, if the vulnerability is discovered by the vendors and they
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successfully develop the patch and release it, the probability of that vulnerability being exploited becomes negligible. Such an event is only probable if a particular user
block the software to get updated with the released Patch. Sometimes, a vulnerability
discovered by the vendor parties or White Hat Hackers and disclosed it to the public
without a patch, it is possible that Black hat Hackers will develop an exploit code
and execute it.
On the other hand, if the vulnerability is discovered by Black Hat Hackers
(with bad intentions) probable events are more likely harmful or disastrous. Vulnerabilities unknown but to these hackers with an exploit is developed are a major threat
to Cybersecurity. In recent year, a recorded trend of increasing numbers of Zero Day
vulnerabilities are observed. Once attacks are taken place and successful exploitations
occurs, vendors might get to know about the vulnerability and then tries to develop
a patch. Once the Patch is available, it will be released and installed. In our new
approach of the Vulnerability Life Cycle all these probable events are considered and
represented with States and paths through them.

6.3

Relationship of the Extended Vulnerability Life Cycle and States and
Events of the Vulnerability Space

Figure 6.2 illustrates the same Vulnerability Life Cycle with respective initial probabilities assigned. Lets discuss this Life Cycle with the Venn diagram of the vulnerability
space given in Figure 6.3.
First, as mentioned in Figure 6.3, the Venn diagram, States 2, 6, 7, 9 and 11 represents
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Figure 6.2: Extended Vulnerability Life Cycle with assigned probabilities for transitions.

vulnerabilities discovered by Black Hat Hackers or attackers. States c, e, h and i
in Figure 6.2 illustrates events corresponding to those states in the Vulnerability
Space. Similarly, states 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10 and 12 represent the sunset of vulnerabilities
discovered by White Hat Hackers or vendor parties. The process of generating these
states in the Vulnerability Life Cycle is illustrated by States b, d, f, g, i and k.
However, it should be noted that state k in the Life Cycle Model represents the
process of exploited vulnerabilities getting patched too.
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Figure 6.3: Explicit Venn diagram considering the nature of intention of the discoverer
stating discovered but unknown vulnerabilities by attackers and vendors.

6.3.1

Relationship among Initial Probabilities, corresponding events and
States

λ1 - Probability of the event an undiscovered Vulnerability being discovered by a
White Hat Hacker or Vendor Parties. Subset of vulnerabilities generated from this
transition of the Vulnerability Life Cycle is represented by the sum of states 1, 3, 4,
5, 8, 10 and 12 of the Vulnerabilities Space.
λ2 - Probability of the event an undiscovered Vulnerability being discovered by an
attacker or Black Hat Hacker. Subset of vulnerabilities generated from this transition
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of the Vulnerability Life Cycle is represented by the sum of states 2, 6, 7, 9 and 11 of
the Vulnerabilities Space.
λ3 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by a White Hat Hacker or
Vendor Parties being disclosed before exploited without a patch released. Subset
of vulnerabilities generated from this transition of the Vulnerability Life Cycle is
represented by the state 1 of the Vulnerabilities Space.
λ4 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by a White Hat Hacker or
Vendor Parties being released with a patch before exploited and before disclosed.
Subset of vulnerabilities generated from this transition of the Vulnerability Life Cycle
is represented by the state 3 of the Vulnerabilities Space.
λ5 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by a White Hat Hacker or
Vendor Parties being disclosed before exploited after the patch is released. Subset
of vulnerabilities generated from this transition of the Vulnerability Life Cycle is
represented by the state 4 of the Vulnerabilities Space.
λ6 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by an attacker being exploited
before disclosed and before patch is released. Subset of vulnerabilities generated from
this transition of the Vulnerability Life Cycle is represented by the state 2 of the
Vulnerabilities Space.
λ7 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by a White Hat Hacker or
Vendor Parties being patch is released before exploited after the discloser. Subset
of vulnerabilities generated from this transition of the Vulnerability Life Cycle is
represented by the state 4 of the Vulnerabilities Space.
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λ8 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by a White Hat Hacker or
Vendor Parties being exploited before patch is released after discloser. Subset of vulnerabilities generated from this transition of the Vulnerability Life Cycle is represented
by the state 5 of the Vulnerabilities Space.
λ9 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by a White Hat Hacker or
Vendor Parties being exploited after patch is released before discloser. Subset of vulnerabilities generated from this transition of the Vulnerability Life Cycle is represented
by the state 8 of the Vulnerabilities Space.
λ10 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by an attacker being disclosed
after exploited and before patch is released. Subset of vulnerabilities generated from
this transition of the Vulnerability Life Cycle is represented by the state 6 of the
Vulnerabilities Space.
λ11 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by an attacker being patch
released after exploited and before disclosed. Subset of vulnerabilities generated from
this transition of the Vulnerability Life Cycle is represented by the state 7 of the
Vulnerabilities Space.
λ12 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by an attacker being patch
released after exploited and disclosed. Subset of vulnerabilities generated from this
transition of the Vulnerability Life Cycle is represented by the state 9 of the Vulnerabilities Space.
λ13 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by an attacker being disclosed
after exploited and patch released after. Subset of vulnerabilities generated from
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this transition of the Vulnerability Life Cycle is represented by the state 9 of the
Vulnerabilities Space.
λ14 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by a White Hat Hacker or
Vendor Parties dies before discloser and before exploited. Complete death of a vulnerability is an ideal phenomena and a theoretical definition. That is the state where
all the computers where the software was installed and operated is installed with the
patch. Such an ideal state is only assumed here for the analytical completeness. This
event is not represented in our Venn diagram of the Vulnerability Space since the event
actually means that a vulnerability is eliminated form entire space of vulnerabilities.
λ15 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by a White Hat Hacker or
Vendor Parties being patch released after discloser and exploited. Subset of vulnerabilities generated from this transition of the Vulnerability Life Cycle is represented
by the state 10 of the Vulnerabilities Space.
λ16 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by a White Hat Hacker or
Vendor Parties dies after patch released and after exploited. Complete death of a
vulnerability is an ideal phenomena and a theoretical definition. That is the state
where all the computers where the software was installed and operated is installed
with the patch. Such an ideal state is only assumed here for the analytical completeness. This event is not represented in our Venn diagram of the Vulnerability Space
since the event actually means that a vulnerability is eliminated form entire space of
vulnerabilities.
λ17 - Probability of the event a Vulnerability discovered by an attacker dies after
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discloser, exploited and patch released. Complete death of a vulnerability is an ideal
phenomena and a theoretical definition. That is the state where all the computers
where the software was installed and operated is installed with the patch. Such an
ideal state is only assumed here for the analytical completeness. This event is not
represented in our Venn diagram of the Vulnerability Space since the event actually
means that a vulnerability is eliminated form entire space of vulnerabilities.

6.4

Markov Approach and Transition Probability Matrix for the Extended Vulnerability Life Cycle

Now that we have presented and discussed the Extended Vulnerability Life Cycle, we
can theoretically apply Markovian process and develop Transition Probability Matrix
using the same process that we presented in chapter 3 of the present study. However,
it should be noted that, in real world scenario, obtaining necessary information with
respect estimating initial probability parameters is beyond the reality. Even though
there are sound statistical methodologies that can be applied, obtaining needed data
sources is a challenge for us. While the National Vulnerability Database and CVE detail website maintain many vulnerability and update, it is recorded from other sources
that lots of detected vulnerabilities are actually missing in the database. Data available for us at this point do not possess all the aspects of our consideration. But, what
we discussed in this this chapter and chapter 5 could present a strong foundation for
any future analysis on vulnerability data. There is no doubt that, organizations and
the governments will be compelled to take necessary steps for better and effective
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data collection, integration and management. With such available data recourses this
comprehensive Life Cycle Model for vulnerabilities will provide better indications and
information that will be useful for decision making.
Conducting the same process discussed in chapter 3, here 11 x 11, Transition
Probability Matrix for the Extended Vulnerability Life Cycle model with given initial
probabilities is given below. The Matrix presents all 10 transient states and one absorbing states.
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(6.4.1)

We can maintain the same assumptions for this Matrix and iterate it until the
steady state is achieved. Resulting vectors of probabilities with respect to different
states such as Exploitation and Patch release with variations presented in the life
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cycle will give abundance of useful information about a vulnerability as a function of
time. In addition relevant Risk Factors and other indices can be defined accordingly.

6.5

Contributions

In this chapter, comprehensive Extended Vulnerability Life Cycle was presented. This
Life Cycle model along with the Vulnerability Space developed and presented in the
previous chapter, will lay down a strong foundation for any kind of Cybersecurity and
vulnerability related study. Present chapter also have discussed relationship of the life
cycle model with events and states in the Vulnerability Space. Finally, applicability
of the Markov approach and resulting Transition Probability Matrix is presented and
the applicability is therefore established given that the necessary data are obtained.
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7

Future Research

Further to the results obtained in the present study, in the future, it is expected to
develop a statistical model that incorporates all the risk factors that identifies the
vulnerability (vulnerability scores as the response variable) of a given software (or a
computer system). Having developed such a statistical model, we will be able to statistically identify the vulnerability as a function of contributable variables that drive
a given operating system. Proposed future model, not only will be able to predict the
vulnerabilities, but also would identify possible interactions and rank the attributable
variables with respect to their contributions into the vulnerability of a given operating
system.
Additionally, it is important to conduct analytical studies to evaluate the design of the experiments with respect to the manner by which NVD uses their scaling
process to identify the initial vulnerability command. Secondly it is important to
analyze the information from the vulnerability levels entering into two equations that
NVD has developed and uses as shown in Appendix A. We need to evaluate the
effectiveness of the final vulnerability scores and the process of obtaining those scores
using the equations about the Base score. The current state is that the process is
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descriptive and we cannot obtain a degree of confidence on how accurate is this vulnerability score that characterizes the behavior of an operating software with the data
available.
Software reliability is also extremely important in obtaining acceptable reliability that a given software with discovered vulnerabilities could maintain in response
to the vulnerability space. We expect to propose a parametric software reliability
analysis utilizing the vulnerability scores as and vulnerability states as failure time
for a given software system. Preliminary results indicate that the parameters that
drive the probabilistic behavior of vulnerabilities behave randomly. Thus, a Bayesian
software reliability is applicable in such cases if we can statistically justify its applicability.
Application of Markov process and other better statistical methodologies on
our new Extended Vulnerability Life Cycle Model is of our key expectations. We
expect to obtain necessary data from the relevant authorities in conducting combined
analytical studies further.
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Appendix A - Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS)Version 2.0
Calculations
Scoring equations and algorithms for the base, temporal and environmental metric
groups are described below. Further discussion of the origin and testing of these
equations is available at www.first.org/cvss.
The Base equation is the foundation of CVSS scoring. The base equation is:
BaseScore = (((0.6*Impact)+(0.4*Exploitability)1.5)*f(Impact))
Impact = 10.41*(1-(1-ConfImpact)*(1-IntegImpact)*(1-AvailImpact))
Exploitability = 20* AccessVector*AccessComplexity*Authentication

f(impact)= 0 if Impact=0, 1.176 otherwise

AccessVector (AV) = case AccessVector of
requires local access: 0.395
adjacent network accessible: 0.646
network accessible: 1.0

AccessComplexity (AC) = case AccessComplexity of
high: 0.35
medium: 0.61
low: 0.71
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Authentication (AU) = case Authentication of
requires multiple instances of authentication: 0.45
requires single instance of authentication: 0.56
requires no authentication: 0.704

ConfImpact (C)= case ConfidentialityImpact of
none: 0.0
partial: 0.275
complete: 0.660

IntegImpact (I) = case IntegrityImpact of
none: 0.0
partial: 0.275
complete: 0.660

AvailImpact (A)= case AvailabilityImpact of
none: 0.0
partial: 0.275
complete: 0.660
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Appendix A (Continued)
Temporal Equation
If employed, the temporal equation will combine the temporal metrics with the
base score to produce a temporal score ranging from 0 to 10. Further, the temporal
score will produce a temporal score no higher than the base score, and no less than
0.33 lower than the base score. The temporal equation is:.

TemporalScore = (BaseScore*Exploitability*RemediationLevel*ReportConfidence)

Exploitability = case Exploitability of
unproven: 0.85
proof-of-concept: 0.9
functional: 0.95
high: 1.00
not defined: 1.00

RemediationLevel = case RemediationLevel of
official-fix: 0.87
temporary-fix: 0.90
workaround: 0.95
unavailable: 1.00
not defined: 1.00
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ReportConfidence = case ReportConfidence of
unconfirmed: 0.90
uncorroborated: 0.95
confirmed: 1.00
not defined: 1.00
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Appendix A (Continued)
Environmental Equation If employed, the environmental equation will combine
the environmental metrics with the temporal score to produce an environmental score
ranging from 0 to 10. Further, this equation will produce a score no higher than the
temporal score. The environmental equation is:

EnvironmentalScore =(AdjustedTemporal+(10-AdjustedTemporal) *CDP) *TD)

AdjustedTemporal = TemporalScore recomputed with the
BaseScores Impact sub- equation replaced with the AdjustedImpact equation

AdjustedImpact = min(10,10.41*(1-(1-ConfImpact*ConfReq)*(1-IntegImpact*IntegReq)
*(1-AvailImpact*AvailReq)))

CollateralDamagePotential (CDP) = case CollateralDamagePotential of
none: 0
low: 0.1
low-medium: 0.3
medium-high: 0.4
high: 0.5
not defined: 0

TargetDistribution (TD)= case TargetDistribution of
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none: 0
low: 0.25
medium: 0.75
high: 1.00
not defined: 1.00

ConfReq = case ConfReq of
low: 0.5
medium: 1.0
high: 1.51
not defined: 1.0

IntegReq = case IntegReq of
low:0.5
medium: 1.0
high: 1.51
not defined: 1.0

AvailReq = case AvailReq of
low:0.5
medium: 1.0
high: 1.51
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not defined: 1.0
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Appendix B
Example-CVE-2002-0392
Below, we provide steps of how CVSS is used for three different metric.

---------------------------------------------------BASE METRIC

EVALUATION SCORE

---------------------------------------------------Access Vector [Network] (1.00)
Access Complexity [Low] (0.71)
Authentication [None] (0.704)
Confidentiality Impact [None] (0.00)
Integrity Impact [None] (0.00)
Availability Impact [Complete] (0.66)

Impact = 10.41*(1-(1)*(1)*(0.34)) == 6.9
Exploitability = 20*0.71*0.704*1 == 10.0 f(Impact) = 1.176
BaseScore = (0.6*6.9 + 0.4*10.0

1.5)*1.176 =7.8

---------------------------------------------------TEMPORAL METRIC

EVALUATION SCORE

---------------------------------------------------Exploitability [Functional]

(0.95)
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Remediation Level [Official-Fix]

(0.87)

Report Confidence [Confirmed]

(1.00)

TEMPORAL SCORE=round(7.8 * 0.95 * 0.87 * 1.00) == (6.4)

---------------------------------------------------ENVIRONMENTAL METRIC

EVALUATION SCORE

---------------------------------------------------Collateral Damage Potential
Target Distribution
Confidentiality Req.

[None - High]

[None - High]

{0 - 0.5}

{0 - 1.0}

[Medium] (1.0)

Integrity Req. [Medium] (1.0)
Availability Req. [High] (1.51)

AdjustedImpact = min(10,10.41*(1-(1-0*1)*(1-0*1)*(1-0.66*1.51))= (10.0)
AdjustedBase =((0.6*10)+(0.4*10.0)1.5)*1.176 = (10.0)
AdjustedTemporal = (10*0.95*0.87*1.0) = (8.3)
EnvScore = round((8.3+(10-8.3)*{0-0.5})*{0-1})= (0.00 - 9.2)
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Appendix C
Matrix values used for model building under each category.

Low Vulnerability

Medium Vulnerability

(0-3.9) (4-6.9) (7-10)
Y(i) t(i) Y(i) t(i) Y(i) t(i)
0.002897 1 0.0153 1 0.026618 1
0.024865 2 0.041188 2 0.054112 2
0.042929 3 0.062188 3 0.076645 3
0.057784 4 0.079223 4 0.095114 4
0.069998 5 0.093042 5 0.110251 5
0.080042 6 0.104252 6 0.122657 6
0.088302 7 0.113345 7 0.132825 7
0.095093 8 0.120722 8 0.141159 8

0.126521 77 0.152416 71 0.179021 75
0.126521 78 0.152416 72 0.179021 76
0.126521 79 0.152416 73 0.179021 77
0.126521 80 0.152416 74 0.179021 78
0.126521 81 0.152416 75 0.179021 79
0.126521 82 0.152416 76 0.179021 80
0.126521 83 0.152416 77 0.179021 81
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High Vulnerability

0.126521 84 0.152416 78 0.179021 82
0.126521 85 0.152416 79 0.179021 83
0.126521 86 0.152416 80 0.179021 84
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